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This review describes the family of intrinsically disordered proteins, members of which fail to form rigid 3-D
structures under physiological conditions, either along their entire lengths or only in localized regions.
Instead, these intriguing proteins/regions exist as dynamic ensembles within which atom positions and
backbone Ramachandran angles exhibit extreme temporal fluctuations without specific equilibrium values.
Many of these intrinsically disordered proteins are known to carry out important biological functions which,
in fact, depend on the absence of a specific 3-D structure. The existence of such proteins does not fit the
prevailing structure–function paradigm, which states that a unique 3-D structure is a prerequisite to
function. Thus, the protein structure–function paradigm has to be expanded to include intrinsically dis-
ordered proteins and alternative relationships among protein sequence, structure, and function. This shift in
the paradigm represents a major breakthrough for biochemistry, biophysics and molecular biology, as it
opens new levels of understanding with regard to the complex life of proteins. This review will try to answer
the following questions: how were intrinsically disordered proteins discovered? Why don't these proteins
fold? What is so special about intrinsic disorder? What are the functional advantages of disordered proteins/
regions? What is the functional repertoire of these proteins? What are the relationships between
intrinsically disordered proteins and human diseases?
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1. Introduction

Proteins are the major components of the living cell. They play
crucial roles in the maintenance of life, and their dysfunctions are
known to cause development of different pathological conditions.
Although proteins possess an almost endless variety of biological
functions, one class of them, known as enzymes, biological catalysts,
attracted the major attention of researchers in the early days of
protein science. A catalyst is a material or substance that speeds up a
chemical or biochemical reaction. Without the catalyst, such a
reaction would have occurred anyway but at a much slower rate.
Importantly, the catalyst is never used up in the reaction — there is
always the same amount at the start and the end of the reaction.

Historically, a long-standing belief has been that the specific
functionality of a given protein is determined by its unique 3-D
structure. The primary origin of this structure–function paradigm is
the “lock and key” hypothesis formulated in 1894 by Emil Fischer to
explain the astonishing specificity of the enzymatic hydrolysis of
glucoside multimers by different types of similar enzymes, where one
enzyme could hydrolyze α- but not β-glycosidic bonds, and another
could hydrolyze β- but not α-glycosidic bonds [1]. Based on these
observations Fischer [1] wrote (as translated in [2]) “To use a picture, I
would like to say that enzyme and glucoside have to fit to each other
like a lock and key in order to exert a chemical effect on each other.” In
this analogy, the lock is the enzyme, the key-hole is the active site of
enzyme, and the key is the substrate. Similar to the situation for which
only the correctly shaped key opens a particular lock, it has been
hypothesized that only the correctly shaped/sized substrate (key)
could fit into the key-hole (active site) of the particular lock
(enzyme).

For a long period of time, the validity of “lock and key” model and
its associated sequence–structure–function paradigm was unques-
tioned, especially after the crystal structures of proteins started to be
solved by X-ray diffraction. In fact, the first determined 3-D structure
of an enzyme, lysozyme, for which a bound inhibitor was co-
crystallized with the protein, immediately showed that the precise
locations of certain amino acid side chains is almost certainly what
facilitates catalysis [3]. Since the first reports on X-ray crystallographic
structures at atomic resolution for myoglobin [4,5] and lysozyme [3],
more than 61,575 protein structures have been deposited into the
Protein Data Bank [6] as of November 17, 2009, most of which have
been determined by X-ray diffraction but also with a small percentage
of which have been determined by the newer methods based on NMR
spectroscopy. These structures, especially those determined by X-ray
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crystallography, seemed to continue to reinforce a static view of
functional protein structure, with the enzyme active site being
considered to be a rigid and sturdy lock, providing an exact fit to
only one substrate (key).

In reality, not all proteins are structured throughout their entire
lengths. Instead, many proteins are in fact highly flexible or structurally
disordered, and dozens of examples of functional yet disordered regions
have been reported based on X-ray structure determination studies or
based on the characterization of protein structure by other biophysical
techniques [7–21]. For example,many proteins in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) have portions of their sequences missing from the determined
structures (so-called missing electron density) [22,23]. A common
reason for missing electron density is that the unobserved atom, side
chain, residue, or region fails to scatter X-rays coherently due to varia-
tion in position from one protein to the next, e.g. the unobserved atoms
are flexible or disordered.

For several examples, comparison of the results of the X-ray and
NMR analyses of the same protein has revealed that solution and
crystal structures can be quite different, with solution structures being
much more flexible [24,25]. Evidently the interactions in the crystal
lattice reduce protein flexibility and, in some cases, have even been
observed to induce disorder-to-order transitions in functionally
important protein regions. Thus, NMR spectroscopy is able to directly
confirm the flexibility of protein segments that are missing in crys-
tallographic experiments and can sometimes indicate flexible regions
that have become rigid due to crystal contacts [26–28].

Unstructured proteins and unstructured regions can be character-
ized by a variety of additional biophysical and biochemical methods
such as small angle X-ray scattering, Raman optical activity, circular
dichroism, and protease sensitivity to name a few. Indeed, more than
20 different methods have been focused on disordered protein
regions with each giving different pieces of information about the
unstructured state [29–31]. When time and money permit, unstruc-
tured proteins should be studied by multiple biophysical methods in
order to gain a fuller understanding of their characteristics [29–31].

Some proteins represent a big challenge for protein crystallog-
raphers because of their flexible and very dynamic nature. Myelin
basic protein (MBP) exemplifies these troublemakers [32]. One ex-
haustive series of attempts to crystallize MBP for X-ray diffraction has
been reported, where the authors tried 4600 different crystallization
conditions but were unable to induce crystallization of MBP [33].
Based on these observations the myelin basic protein has been sug-
gested to belong to the category on “uncrystallizable” proteins. It can
be safely assumed that many other unsuccessful crystallization
attempts for numerous other proteins have not been reported, since
negative results are generally assumed to be unsuitable for publica-
tion. In the case of MBP, several additional studies suggest that this
protein lacks fixed 3-D structure, existing instead as in intrinsically
disordered ensemble, which in turn have been suggested to provide
the basis for its multifunctionality [34].Well-structured proteins often
fail to crystallize, so not every crystallization failure should be
ascribed to structural disorder. Nevertheless, we wonder how many
crystallization failures denote these multifunctional yet unstructured
proteins.

The importance of flexible structure for some proteins emerged
from studies on protein folding. In fact, it has been pointed out that
partially structured folding intermediates (such as the molten globule
[35–41] and the pre-molten globule [37,42–44]), which preserve
some main elements of native secondary structure and their approx-
imate mutual positions in 3-D space, but differ from the rigid globular
state by looser packing of side chains and by the dramatic increase in
the mobility of loops and ends of chain, are apparently ideal for some
protein functions. The pre-molten globule is muchmore compact than
the random coil but is less compact and has less secondary structure
as compared to the molten globule (see below for additional
discussion). By adjusting the solvent conditions, many proteins can
be made to exist as stable, artificially induced, molten globules or as
stable pre-molten globules, suggesting that these forms are not
always transient folding intermediates [37,38,42–46].

Molten globule formation is likely driven by hydrophobic collapse,
but with insufficiently tight side chain packing to form stable struc-
tures [38]. Pre-molten globule formation, on the other hand, evidently
arises due to water being a poor solvent for polypeptides [42,47–49]
(see below for further discussion of this structural form). Recent
studies on model homopolymer amino acids shed additional light on
the concept that collapse can be driven by water not being a good
solvent for proteins. Despite their lack of hydrophobic side chains,
both polyglycine and polyglutamine form collapsed forms lacking
appreciable secondary structure, likely becausewater is a poor solvent
for both of these polymers [49–52]. Given the hydrophilic nature of
polyglutamine, these results suggest that collapse from water being a
poor solvent is likely to be a general phenomenon for proteins that
lack a significant net charge. Both of these homopolymers contain
dynamic, fluctuating structures that involve rapidly exchanging
hydrogen bonds. While these homopolymers and the pre-molten
globule state may share the property of arising from water being a
poor solvent, the latter form contains much more secondary structure
than the former, probably due in part to the presence of hydrophobic
side chains. Further comparisons of various model homopolymers
with different pre-molten globule proteins are needed to better
understand their similarities and differences.

Some proteins exist as stable molten globules or as stable pre-
molten globules, suggesting that for these proteins such partially
folded forms can be associated with function (e.g., see [53–58]).
Indeed, molten globules have been suggested to be involved in a
number of physiological processes [37,59,60] such as interaction with
chaperones [61], protein insertion into membranes [62,63] and
interaction with ligands (summarized in [64,65]). Although function-
ality has been attributed to the molten globule- or pre-molten
globule-like conformations for the examples cited above, the major
emphasis still remains focused on the concept that these partially
folded structures represent kinetic folding intermediates trapped by
chaperones just after the protein biosynthesis but before proteins
become completely folded [37,59,60], or appear as a result of point
mutations preventing polypeptides from complete folding [37,66].
Some other proteins (such as pore-forming domains of some toxins,
or proteins that act as carriers of large hydrophobic ligands) were
assumed to have originally a rigid structure but were forced somehow
to denature to fulfill their functions [38,60].

Many proteins with flexible structures have been discovered one-
by-one. Some of these proteins were observed as atypical cases of
polyfunctional proteins (e.g., serum albumin [67]), or polypeptides
with unusual amino acid compositions (e.g., prothymosine α [7–9]),
or proteins involved in the binding of large partners (RNA, DNA,
proteins, and heme, e.g., histones [10], ribosomal proteins [11], myo-
globin [12] and cytochrome c [13,14]) or in the binding of large
numbers of small partners (e.g., osteocalcin [15]). For some of
these highly flexible proteins the increased conformational flexibility
was even suggested to be of functional significance, with these
data indicating that sometimes proteins do not need to be rigid to be
functional.

From the 1980s onwards, a number of researchers pointed out that
lack of structure or flexibility can be important for biological function.
Huber and Bennett [16] pointed out that missing regions of electron
density of several proteins likely carried out important functions.
Several papers in the late 1980s (reviewed by Sigler [17]) suggested
that several important transcription factors carry out functionwithout
specific structure, requiring instead the existence of rather ill-defined
“acid blobs or negative noodles.” To describe the open and relatively
mobile conformation of the caseins, which allows rapid and extensive
degradation of these proteins to smaller peptides by proteolytic
enzymes, Holt and Sawyer suggested the term “rheomorphic protein”
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(meaning flowing shape) [18] and proposed later that the rheo-
morphism of the casein phosphoproteins is important for the
protection of the mammary gland against pathological calcification
during lactation by allowing the protein to combine rapidly with
nuclei of calcium phosphate to form stable calcium phosphate nano-
clusters [19,20]. In a similar time frame, Pontius extended his earlier
work to suggest that unstructured proteins could have an advantage
for certain types of molecular interactions [21]. Based on the obser-
vations that tau-protein in solution resembled a Gaussian polymer
being characterized by the lack of detectable secondary structure and
compact folded conformation, together with the facts that this protein
exhibited the following properties: 1. a high conformational flexibility
similar to that of denatured protein; 2. a high resistance to heat and
acid treatment without losing its ability to promote microtubule
formation; 3. a rod-like or highly extended appearance in the electron
microscope; and 4. a binding of tau to microtubules that was not
defined by clearly identifiable residues, but rather was distributed
overmanyweakly interacting sites within the C-terminal half, tau was
regarded as a “natively denatured” protein [68]. In a 1995 study, Gast
et al. [8] pointed out that prothymosin α, an acidic protein with an
unusual amino acid composition, is characterized by a high evolu-
tionary conservation and wide tissue distribution, yet this protein
adopts a random coil-like conformation under physiological condi-
tions in vitro. These authors also raised an important question:
“whether this is a rare or a hitherto-overlooked but widespread phe-
nomenon in the field of macromolecular polypeptides?” [8]. A year
later, similar conformational behavior was described for another bio-
logically important protein, α-synuclein (also known as the non-Aβ
component of Alzheimer's disease amyloid precursor protein, NACP),
which was shown to possess high stability to heat denaturation, a
highly charged amino acid sequence, a “random coil” structure as
demonstrated by CD, an abnormally high Stokes radius, and an
abnormal SDS binding leading to unusual mobility on SDS-PAGE [69].
The authors also have pointed out that since similar diagnostic prop-
erties were earlier reported for several other proteins, all of them
should be combined in a new class of “natively unfolded proteins”
[69].

Despite the significant number of important experimental results
described for these unstructured proteins, the concept that these
proteins form an important and novel structure–function class simply
failed to take hold. Part of the problem apparently was that the
information about flexible yet functional proteins was scattered in the
literature, and so the concept of biological function originating from
conformationalflexibilitywas rediscoveredmany times andgivenmany
different names [7–21,53–58,67–69]. As a result, for a very long time
each “non-traditional”proteinwithhighly unusual structural properties
and/or strange conformational behavior was typically considered to be
a rare exception to the general rule that the function requires rigid 3-D
structure. Also, these disordered proteins contradicted the widely-
accepted protein structure–function paradigm. Perhaps especially due
to this reason, the number of these proteins was assumed without
evidence to be insignificantly small. Therefore, the tipping point for a
concept change did not occur, and general questions about biological
roles of disordered proteins were not being asked.

The situation has begun to change since the mid to late 1990s due
significantly to the efforts of four research groups that came to the
important conclusion that naturally flexible proteins, instead of being
just rare exceptions, represent a very broad class of proteins [70–73].
Interestingly, this important conclusion was reached at about the
same time independently by four groups of investigators who
emphasized rather different approaches, namely bioinformatics
[72,74–88], NMR spectroscopy [70,89,90], protein folding/misfolding
[9,64,71,91–95], and protein structural characterization [73]. The
work of these four groups of course was strongly influenced by, and
depended significantly upon, the many specific examples described
by previous workers [7–21,53–58,67–69] but differed from previous
efforts in that the lack of structure itself became the focus of attention
with special efforts directed towards understanding the differences in
function and mechanism between structured and unstructured
proteins.

By now, many proteins have been shown to lack rigid 3-D struc-
ture under physiological conditions in vitro, existing instead as dy-
namic ensembles of interconverting structures. These proteins have
been given various names including rheomorphic [18], intrinsically
disordered [72], natively denatured [68], natively unfolded [69,71], in-
trinsically unstructured [70,73], mostly unstructured [55], and natively
disordered [29]. Each of these terms has advantages and limitations.
Not on this list of names is flexible, which is commonly applied to
unstructured proteins but which evidently has not been suggested as
a class name. Disordered proteins and regions are certainly highly
flexible [96], but the word “flexible” has been used to describe many
types of backbone and side chainmobility important for function [96],
for example the motions in regions of high B-factor [97]. This general
use of the word “flexible” does not make it such a good choice
as a general descriptor for these ill-structured proteins. The term
rheomorphic seems appropriate for extended random coils but
perhaps not for molten globules, nor for collapsed random coils. The
terms intrinsically unstructured and natively unfolded may be also be
suitable for extended random coils and even those that are collapsed,
but these terms don't seem to appropriately describe proteins that
form transient or stable secondary structure. The term disorder suffers
because of its negative connotation and its possible confusion with a
pathological state, yet, on the other hand, disorder can be used for
proteins like the molten globule that form substantial secondary
structure but that nevertheless are highly dynamic and non-uniform.
For this last reason, herein we will call these proteins “intrinsically
disordered” (ID).

By “intrinsic disorder” we mean that the protein exists as a
structural ensemble, either at the secondary or at the tertiary level. In
other words, in contrast to structured or ordered proteins whose 3-D
structure is relatively stable with Ramachandran angles that vary
slightly around their equilibrium positions but with occasional
cooperative conformational switches, intrinsically disordered pro-
teins or regions exist as dynamic ensembles in which the atom
positions and backbone Ramachandran angles vary significantly over
time with no specific equilibrium values, and these ensembles
typically undergo non-cooperative conformational changes. Both
extended (random coil-like) regions with perhaps some secondary
structure and collapsed (partially folded or molten globule-like and
pre-molten globule-like) domains with poorly packed side chains are
included in our view of intrinsic disorder [72,92].

Since publication of key studies and reviews describing this new
concept [53–58,70–73,98,99], the literature on these proteins is
virtually exploding (see Fig. 1). Bioinformatics studies indicate that
about 25 to 30% of eukaryotic proteins are mostly disordered [100],
that more than half of eukaryotic proteins have long regions of
disorder [85,100], and that more than 70% of signaling proteins have
long disordered regions [101].

Now it is recognized that ID is a very abundant phenomenon. In
fact, many proteins were shown to contain regions of disorder or even
to be entirely disordered. Uversky et al. compiled a list of 91 dis-
ordered proteins characterized by NMR, circular dichroism or other
biophysical techniques [71]. A subsequent search of X-ray crystal
structures and the literature have expanded this list to more than 200
proteins that contain disordered regions of 30 consecutive residues or
longer as characterized by X-ray crystallography, proteolytic digestion
or other physical analyses such as NMR or circular dichroism [72]. The
commonness of intrinsic disorder was estimated by predicting
disorder for whole genomes, including both known and putative
protein sequences (see below for the discussion of the disorder pre-
dictors). Such predictions have been published for 31 genomes that
span the 3 kingdoms. The percentage of sequences in each genome



Fig. 1. Time-dependent increase in thenumberof PubMedhitsdealingwith IDproteins. The
following keywords have been used to perform this search: intrinsically disordered,
nativelyunfolded, intrinsically unstructured, intrinsically unfolded and intrinsicallyflexible.

Fig. 2. Peculiarities of amino acid composition of ID proteins. A. Comparison of themean
net charge and the mean hydrophobicity for a set of 275 folded (open circles) and
91 natively unfolded proteins (gray circles). The solid line represents the border
between intrinsically unstructured and native proteins (see text). B. Order/disorder
composition profile. Comparisons of amino acid compositions of ordered protein with
each of three databases of disordered protein. The ordinates are (% amino acid in
disordered dataset−% amino acid in ordered dataset)/(% amino acid in ordered
dataset)=Δ/globular_3D. The residues are ordered according to the Vihinen's
flexibility scale [105]. Names of each database indicate how the disordered regions
were identified. Negative values indicate that the disordered database has less than
order, positive indicates more than order.
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with segments predicted to have ≥40 consecutive disordered resi-
dues was used to gain an overview of proteomic disorder. For somany
consecutive predictions of disorder, the false-positive error rate was
estimated from ordered proteins to be less than 0.5% of the segments
of 40 and less than 6% of the fully ordered proteins [72,85]. The
eukaryotes exhibited more disorder by this measures than either the
prokaryotes or the archaea, with C. elegans; A. thaliana; Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae; and D. melanogaster predicted to have 52–67% of
their proteins with such long predicted regions of disorder, while
bacteria and archaea were predicted to have 16–45% and 26–51% of
their proteins with such long disorder regions, respectively [85,100].
The increased amount of disorder in the eukaryota is very likely
related to the increase in cellular signaling in the eukaryota
[72,85,100]. The functional repertoire and advantages of intrinsic
disorder will be discussed below.

2. The protein non-folding problem

2.1. Why ID proteins do not fold

Similar to the “normal” protein for which it has been shown that
the correct folding into its relatively rigid biologically active con-
formation is determined by its amino acid sequence, the absence of
rigid structure in the “non-traditional” ID proteins may also be
somehow encoded in the specific features of their amino acid se-
quences. In fact, some of the ID proteins have been discovered due
their unusual amino acid sequence compositions and the absence of
regular structure in these proteins has been explained by the specific
features of their amino acid sequences including the presence of
numerous uncompensated charged groups (often negative); i.e., a
high net charge at neutral pH, arising from the extreme pI values in
such proteins [8,69,102], and a low content of hydrophobic amino acid
residues [8,102]. Interestingly, the first predictor of intrinsic disorder
was developed by R.J.P. Williams based on the abnormally high ratio
of the number of charged residues divided by the number of hydro-
phobic residues for the two ID proteins [98]. Although this predictor
was used to separate just two ID proteins from a small set of ordered
proteins, this paper is significant as being the first indication that ID
proteins have amino acid compositions that differ substantially from
those of proteins with 3-D structure. Subsequent investigation sug-
gests, however, that the predictor developed by R.J.P. Williams does
not work well in general [103].

Later, the use of charge and hydropathy to distinguish structured
and ID protein was rediscovered with two important differences: first,
normalized net charge, not total number of charged residues, was
used; second, normalized hydrophobicity using the Kyte and Doolittle
scale [104], not total number of hydrophobic residues, was used [71].
For this second charge–hydropathy approach, 275 natively folded and
91 natively unfolded proteins (i.e., proteins which at physiologic
conditions have been reported to have the NMR chemical shifts of a
random coil, and/or lack significant ordered secondary structure
(as determined by CD or FTIR), and/or show hydrodynamic dimen-
sions close to those typical of an unfolded polypeptide chain) have
been assembled from the literature searches. From the comparison of
these datasets it has been concluded that the combination of low
mean hydrophobicity and relatively high net charge represents an
important prerequisite for the absence of compact structure in pro-
teins under physiological conditions [71].

The above observation was used to develop a charge–hydropathy
(CH) plot method of analysis that distinguishes ordered and
disordered proteins based only on their net charges and hydropathies
[71]. Fig. 2A represents the original CH-plot and shows that natively
unfolded proteins are specifically localized within a specific region of
CH phase space. Furthermore, ID and ordered proteins can be
separated by a linear boundary, above which a polypeptide chain
with a given mean net charge will most probably be unfolded [71].
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From the physical viewpoint, such a combination of low hydropho-
bicity with high net charge as a prerequisite for intrinsic unfoldedness
makes perfect sense: high net charge leads to charge–charge repulsion,
and low hydrophobicity means less driving force for protein compac-
tion. Inotherwords, these features are characteristic for IDproteinswith
the coil-like (or close to coil-like) structures. This can explain why R.J.P.
Williams original approach,which used ameasure of total charge rather
than net charge, does not work nearly so well as the CH-plot method
mentioned above. Obviously, such highly disordered proteins represent
only a small subset of the ID protein realm.

More detailed analysis was elaborated to gain additional informa-
tion on the compositional difference between ordered and ID pro-
teins. Comparison of a non-redundant set of ordered proteins with
several datasets of disorder (where proteins were grouped based on
different techniques, X-ray crystallography, NMR and CD, used to
identify disorder) revealed that disordered regions share at least some
common sequence features over many proteins [74,75]. These dif-
ferences in amino acid compositions are visualized in Fig. 2B. Here, the
relative content of each amino acid in a given disordered dataset has
been expressed as (disordered–ordered)/(ordered). Thus, negative
peaks correspond to the amino acids in which the disordered seg-
ments are depleted compared with the ordered ones, and positive
peaks indicate the amino acids in which ID regions are enriched [72].
The arrangement of the amino acids from least to most flexible was
based on the scale established by Vihinen et al. [105]. This scale was
defined by the average residue B-factors of the backbone atoms for 92
unrelated proteins. Fig. 2B shows that the disordered proteins are
significantly depleted in bulky hydrophobic (Ile, Leu, and Val) and
aromatic amino acid residues (Trp, Tyr, and Phe), which would
normally form the hydrophobic core of a folded globular protein, and
also possess low content of Cys and Asn residues. The depletion of ID
protein in Cys is also crucial as this amino acid residue is known to
have a significant contribution to the protein conformation stability
via the disulfide bond formation or being involved in coordination of
different prosthetic groups. In fact, since the thiolate anion is one of
the strongest biological nucleophiles, the thiol group of cysteine is one
of the most reactive functional groups found in proteins, participating
in a range of different redox reactions that do not directly involve,
but can be coupled to, electron transfer [106]. Cellular SH groups are
implicated in the coordination of metal ions and the defense against
oxidants, and the reversible formation of disulfide bonds is involved in
regulation of enzyme activity, signal transduction, transcriptional
activity, and protein folding [107]. Obviously, Cys has quite different
order–disorder promoting properties in its oxidized (disulfide-
bonded) or bound form, and the reduced/unbound form, where the
disulfide bond formation and coordination of different prosthetic
groups strongly favors stable ordered structure.

The depleted residues, Trp, Tyr, Phe, Ile, Leu, Val, Cys and Asn
were proposed to be called order-promoting amino acids. On the
other hand, ID proteins were shown to be substantially enriched
in polar, disorder promoting, amino acids: Ala, Arg, Gly, Gln, Ser, Glu,
and Lys and also in the hydrophobic, but structure braking Pro
[72,83,84,108,109]. Note that these biases in the amino acid com-
positions of ID proteins are also consistent with the low overall
hydrophobicity and high net charge characteristic of the natively
unfolded proteins (see above). The concepts of compositional
profiling discussed above have being implemented in a form of the
Compositional Profiler, a web-based exploratory data mining tool for
discovery and visualization of amino acid composition differences
[109].

In addition to amino acid composition, the disordered segments
have also been compared with the ordered ones by various attributes
such as hydropathy, net charge, flexibility index, helix propensities,
strand propensities, and compositions for groups of amino acids such
as W+Y+F (aromaticity). As a result, 265 property-based attribute
scales [83] and more than 6000 composition-based attributes (e.g., all
possible combinations having one to four amino acids in the group)
have been compared [110]. It has been established that ten of
these attributes, including 14 Å contact number, hydropathy, flexi-
bility, β-sheet propensity, coordination number, R+E+S+P, bulk-
iness, C+F+Y+W, volume, and net charge, provide fairly good
discrimination between order and disorder [72]. Later, 517 amino acid
scales (including a variety of hydrophobicity scales, different mea-
sures of side chain bulkiness, polarity, volume, compositional attri-
butes, the frequency of each single amino acid and so on) were
analyzed to construct a new amino acid attribute, e.g. a novel amino
acid scale that discriminates between order and disorder [111]. This
scale out-performed the other 517 amino acid scales for the dis-
crimination of order and disorder and provided a new ranking for the
tendencies of the amino acid residue to promote order or disorder
(from order promoting to disorder promoting): W, F, Y, I, M, L, V, N, C,
T, A, G, R, D, H, Q, K, S, E, P [111].

Thus, the ID proteins differ dramatically from the ordered proteins
in their amino acid sequences. These differences were used to develop
different predictors of intrinsic disorder.

2.2. How to predict ID protein from amino acid sequence

In 1997, the first Predictor Of Natural Disordered Regions
(PONDR®) was developed. This predictor used 10 of the above-
mentioned sequence attributes [77]. PONDR® operates from primary
sequence data alone, using the nonlinear models (feed-forward
neural networks) as the basis for the order/disorder discrimination
[77]. The reason for developing this predictor was to test whether
intrinsic disorder arises from the amino acid sequence. If disorder is
predictable from sequence with accuracies better than expected by
chance, then evidently such regions of sequence have the information
to specify lack of structure.

While working on PONDR® development, datasets of ordered and
disordered protein sequence segments as characterized by X-ray dif-
fraction [77], by NMR [75,86], by X-ray diffraction partitioned by
location [87], or by homology [78,86] were assembled. Balanced
datasets were used to train neural network predictors with various
inputs. Predictions of order/disorder on out-of-sample, balanced
datasets (e.g. using 5-cross validation), produced accuracies in the
range of 70–84% (Table 1). Accuracies on individual proteins can
vary by 10% from the averaged values. The relatively high prediction
accuracies strongly support the use of amino acid sequence to predict
disorder as an element of native protein structure and support the
hypothesis that disorder is encoded by the amino acid sequence.

Since the time of its first introduction, PONDR® has undergone
dramatic development and several versions of the predictors with the
increased accuracy and reliability are currently available. Recently,
the prediction accuracy of the PONDR family of disorder predictors
has been considerably increased using the greatly expanded database
of disordered proteins and improved computational techniques
[112,113]. This includes PONDR® VL-XT, VL3, and VSL1 predictors,
access to which is provided by Molecular Kinetics, Inc. (at http://
www.pondr.com/).

Table 1 shows that to achieve balanced accuracies of order and
disorder prediction, we were able to improve disorder prediction only
slightly while losing accuracy on order evaluation (e.g., compare data
for VSL1 and VSL2). This observation is quite interesting and suggests
that this effect likely arises from ordered-like fragments located
within the disordered regions: the order prediction accuracy is lost
when these types of sequences are considered to be disordered.
Table 1 also shows that the accuracy of prediction of ordered residues
continues to be better as compared to disordered residues.

The current view on this asymmetry is that regions structurally
characterized as disordered often contain local regions with a strong
tendency to become ordered — and these do become ordered when
the correct binding partner comes along (e.g., see for early NMR
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Table 1
Accuracy and improvement of neural network predictors of natural disordered regions
(PONDRs®).

Name Training set # Disordered
residues

Accuracies %

Ordera Disorderb

XL1 7 X-ray 502 71 47
VL1 7 NMR, 8 X-ray 1366 83 45
XL-XT VL1 plus XTc 71 59
VL2 53 X-ray, 17,978 76 65

35 NMR,
52 CD

VL3d 54 X-ray, 22,434 84 59
40 NMR,
58 CD

VSL1e 230 long DRf 25,958 83 79
983 short DR 9632
Ordered regions 354,169

VSL2g 230 long DR 25,958 81 82
983 short DR 9632
Ordered regions 354,169

Note. Both VSL1 and VSL2 take advantage of length dependencies.
a O_PDB_S25.
b Combined dis_X-ray, dis_NMR and dis_CD.
c XT is a joint name for the N-terminus (XN), and the C-terminus (XC) predictors,

which were trained using X-ray crystallographic data, where the terminal disordered
regions were 5 or more amino acids in length.

d Besides the addition of a few more chains, substantial cleaning of the training
databases was carried out between VL2 and VL3. Several incorrectly labeled chains
were identified and fixed and order/disorder boundaries were adjusted in a few other
proteins.

e The VSL1 predictor combines two predictors optimized for long (N30 residues) and
short (≤30 residues) disordered regions, respectively, using weights generated by a
third meta-predictor. The attributes used include amino acid frequencies, sequence
complexity, ratio of net charge/hydrophobicity, averaged flexibility, and averaged PSI-
BLAST profiles calculated over symmetric input windows.

f Disordered region.
g VSL2 is a slightly improved version of VSL1 predictor. The training data for VSL2

were slightly different: 8 ambiguous sequences were removed; His-tags were not used
in training, short DR of 1–3 residues were not used in training. Also, linear SVM instead
of logistic regression was used for VSL2 version (Kang Peng, personal communication).

Table 2
Protein disorder predictors.

Predictor Web address Reference

Charge–hydropathy
plot

http://www.pondr.com/ [71]

DisEMBL™ http://dis.embl.de [382]
DISOPRED http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/disopred/ [307]
DISOPRED2 http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/disopred/ [307]
DISpro http://www.ics.uci.edu/~baldig/

diso.html
[393]

DRIPpred http://www.sbc.su.se/~maccallr/
disorder/

[386]

FoldIndex© http://bioportal.weizmann.ac.il/
fldbin/findex

[391]

GlobPlot http://globplot.embl.de/ [381]
IUPred http://iupred.enzim.hu/ [301]
FoldUnfold http://skuld.protres.ru/~mlobanov/

ogu/ogu.cgi
[387,388,417]

NORSp http://cubic.bioc.columbia.edu/
services/NORSp/

[384]

PONDR®a http://www.pondr.com/ [72,74,76–78,84]
PreLink http://genomics.eu.org/ [395]
RONN http://www.strubi.ox.ac.uk/RONN [392]
Spritz http://distill.ucd.ie/spritz/ [397]
DisPSSMP2 http://biominer.cse.yzu.edu.tw/ipda/

index.htm
[401]

PrDOS http://prdos.hgc.jp/cgi-bin/top.cgi [402]
POODLE-S http://mbs.cbrc.jp/poodle/

poodle-S.html
[406]

POODLE-L http://mbs.cbrc.jp/poodle/
poodle-L.html

[405]

POODLE-M http://mbs.cbrc.jp/poodle/
poodle-M.html

[403]

OnD-CRFs http://babel.ucmp.umu.se/ond-crf/ [407]
DISOclust http://www.reading.ac.uk/bioinf/

DISOclust/DISO clust_form.html
[409]

metaPrDOS [412]
MD http://cubic.bioc.columbia.edu/

newwebsite/services/md/index.php
[418]

CDF-ALL [415]
SEGb http://mendel.imp.univie.ac.at/

METHODS/seg.server.html/
[419]

a PONDR® is a family of ID predictors, which includes VL-XT, and VL3.
b Formally, SEG is not a disorder predictor. It is an indicator of low sequence complexity

regions.
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studies [53–58]). Many examples of this type of behavior are dis-
cussed below. In fact, we noticed some time ago that predictions of
order in regions characterized to be disordered often identify poten-
tial binding sites [88]. Based on these observations an algorithm has
been elaborated [114] that identifies regions having a propensity for
of α-helix-forming molecular recognition elements (α-MoREs) based
on a discriminant function that indicates such regions while giving a
low false-positive error rate on a collection of structured proteins (see
below for more details). The MoRE segments have been renamed
molecular recognition features (MoRFs) [115], and the algorithm for
their prediction improved by increasing the sizes of the training sets
[116].

Since publication of first ID predictors, numerous researchers have
designed many algorithms to predict disordered proteins utilizing
specific biochemical properties and biased amino acid compositions of
ID proteins and using various prediction ideas and different com-
puting techniques. Many of these predictors can be accessed via public
servers (see Table 2). A recent review of algorithms for intrinsic
disorder prediction revealed that since the first predictors were pub-
lished, more than 50 predictors of disorder have been developed
[103]. Furthermore, in this review, the basic concepts of various
prediction methods of intrinsically disordered proteins were sum-
marized, the strength and shortcomings of many of the disorder
predictors were analyzed, and difficulties and the directions of future
development of intrinsically disordered protein prediction techniques
were discussed [103].

As a recognition of the increased interest to the phenomenon of
intrinsic protein disorder, starting from 2004 disorder prediction has
been included as part of the biennial Critical Assessment of Tech-
niques for Protein Structure Prediction (called CASP). Although only
four groups participated in CASP5 disorder prediction experiments,
CASP8 attracted 25 groups [117]. The ability to predict disorder from
sequence with really high accuracy in a truly blind experiment adds
confidence in the various results obtained by disorder predictions
[118]. The rapid increase in the number of disordered predictors
indicated in the recent review [103] is due in large measure to the
popularization of disorder prediction in the CASP experiments (see
Fig. 3).

While more than 50 order–disorder predictors have been
published [103], here we will discuss just one of these, developed
by Rost and co-workers [119], to illustrate that the problem of
intrinsic disorder prediction has been examined in very distinct ways.
This study was initiated by the observation of long, irregular se-
quences, or “loopy regions,” that are visible in X-ray crystal and NMR
structures. Since such regions are observed in X-ray structures, they
don't fit our definition of intrinsic disorder. However, such loopy
regions typically have no internally buried regions and thus probably
exist as disordered regions that become ordered by either crystal
contacts or by interactions with the surfaces of globular protein
domains. The observed loopy regions were not used as a training set,
however, but rather to motivate the development of the algorithm.
The resulting Rost algorithmwas based upon the absence of predicted
secondary structure and the presence of predicted solvent accessibil-
ity in fairly long regions. This algorithm is used to indicate the
presence of such “loopy” proteins, which were also called regions of
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Fig. 3. Time-dependent increase in the total number of IDP predictors. The list of
predictors includes: the first suggested predictor of IDPs [378]; the first formal
predictor of IDPs [379]; predictor of ID in calcineurin family [380]; CH-plot [71]; CDF
[85]; PONDR® VL-XT [84]; GlobPlot [381]; DisEMBL [382]; DISOPRED [383]; flavors of
protein disorder [122]; NORSp [384]; predictor by using reduced amino acid alphabet
[385]; DISOPRED2 [307]; DRIPPRED [386]; FoldUnfold [387,388]; Softberry (http://
www.softberry.com); VaZyMolO [389]; PONDR® VL3-E [113]; IUPred [301,390];
FoldIndex [391]; RONN [392]; DISpro [393]; PONDR® VSL1 [394]; CDF [100]; combined
CDF/CH-plot predictor [100]; α-MoRF [114]; Prelink [395]; PONDR® VSL2 [396]; Spritz
[397]; DisPSSMP [398]; IUP predictor [399]; disorder prediction in calmodulin partners
[233]; Decision trees [268]; Wiggle [400]; iPDA [401]; PrDOS [402]; SGT [403]; Ucon
[404]; α-MoRF II [116]; composition profiler [109]; POODLE-L [405]; POODLE-S [406];
POODLE-W [403]; NORSnet [404]; OnD-CRF [407]; predictor by using bayesian
multinomial classifier [408]; DISOclust [409]; Top-IDP [111]; DPROT [410]; hierarchical
classifier [411]; MetaPrDOS [412]; MeDor [413]; Draai [414]; CDF-ALL [415]; and
IUPforest-L [416].
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“no regular secondary structure” (NORS) [119]. The NORS indicator as
developed gave a low false-positive prediction rate on globular,
ordered protein, but its performance has not been evaluated on a set
of proteins known to be disordered. Comparisons between prediction
results for the NORS algorithm and results for PONDR indicate that
these predictors, in fact, overlap significantly, but are by no means
coincident (unpublished observations).

All of the predictors developed so far use as input the protein
amino acid sequence and its attributes. The attributes are allied in
different combinations and applied to classify each residue within a
local sequence region (or in some cases to classify the entire protein)
as either ordered or disordered. Different approaches are used to
weigh and combine the various features. Predictors of disorder are
based on various computational approaches, including, analytical
algebraic functions, linear least squares, logistic regression, neural
networks, and support vector machines. Finally, it is necessary to
emphasize that even though modern predictors of intrinsic disorder
use different (and in some cases very sophisticated) computational
approaches, they are mostly based on the concepts elaborated in the
pioneering computational studies mentioned above [71,72,77,83] or
are based on derivatives of these concepts.

Comparing several predictors on an individual protein of interest
or on a protein dataset often provides additional insight regarding the
predicted disorder if any exists. This is illustrated by a recent study, in
which two distinct methods for using amino acid sequences to predict
which proteins are likely to be mostly disordered were been
compared [100]. These two binary predictors of whole protein
structure or disorder are the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
analysis and the charge–hydropathy (CH) plot. The CDF is based on
PONDR® VL-XT, which predicts the order–disorder class for every
residue in a protein [85,100]. CDF analysis summarizes these per
residue predictions by plotting PONDR® scores against their cumu-
lative frequency, which allows ordered and disordered proteins to be
distinguished based on the distribution of prediction scores. The
second binary predictor of whole protein order–disorder classification
is the charge–hydropathy plots [71], in which ordered and disordered
proteins being plotted in charge–hydropathy space can be separated
to a significant degree by a linear boundary as discussed above in
some detail.

Interestingly, CDF analysis predicts a much higher frequency of
disorder in sequence databases as compared to CH-plot discrimina-
tion [114]. However, the vast majority of disordered proteins
predicted by charge–hydropathy discrimination were also predicted
by CDF analysis. These findings are not a big surprise, as CH-plot
analysis discriminates protein using only two attributes, mean net
charge and mean hydrophobicity, whereas PONDR® VL-XT (and con-
sequently the resulting CDF) is a neural network, which is a nonlinear
classifier, trained to distinguish order and disorder based on a
relatively large feature space (including average coordination num-
ber, amino acid compositions (aromatic and charged residues), and
net charge). Thus, CH feature space can be considered as a subset of
PONDR® VL-XT feature space [100]. Importantly, these findings may
be physically interpretable in terms of different types of disorder,
collapsed (molten globule-like) and extended (pre-molten globule-
and coil-like). Under this consideration, the CH-plot classification
discriminates proteins with the extended disorder from a set of
globular conformations (molten globule-like or rigid well-structured
proteins) and proteins predicted to be disordered by the CH-plot
approach are likely to belong to the extended disorder class. On
the other hand, PONDR®-based approaches can discriminate all
disordered conformations (coil-like, pre-molten globules and molten
globules) from rigid well-folded proteins, suggesting that CH classi-
fication is roughly a subset of PONDR® VL-XT, in both predictions of
disorder and feature space [100]. Based on this reasoning, several
interesting conclusions have been reached. It has been suggested that
if a protein is predicted to be disordered by both CH and CDF, then, it is
likely to be in the extended disorder class. However, a protein
predicted to be disordered by CDF but predicted to be ordered by CH-
plot might have properties consistent with a dynamic, collapsed
chain; i.e., it is likely to be in the native molten globule class. Finally,
proteins predicted to be ordered by both algorithms are of course
likely to be in the well-structured class [100]. Importantly, the fact
that CDF analysis predicts about 2-fold higher frequency of disorder in
sequence databases than CH-plot classification suggests that approx-
imately half of disordered proteins in different proteomes possess
extended disorder, whereas another half represents proteins with the
collapsed disorder [100].

The discussed above difference in the sensitivity of CDF and CH-
plot predictors to different levels of overall disorderedness was
utilized in CDF–CH-plot analysis [120]. To illustrate the basic concepts
of this approach Fig. 4C shows the results of separation for two
example proteins in the CH–CDF phase space. Here, each spot
corresponds to a single protein and its coordinates are calculated as
a distance of this protein from the boundary in the corresponding CH-
plot (Y-coordinate) (see Fig. 4B) and an averaged distance of the
corresponding CDF curve from the boundary (X-coordinate) (see
Fig. 4A). Positive and negative Y values correspond to proteins which,
according to CH-plot analysis, are predicted to be natively unfolded or
compact, respectively. Whereas positive and negative X values are
attributed to proteins that, by the CDF analysis, are predicted to be
ordered or intrinsically disordered, respectively. Therefore, this plot
has four quadrants: pink quadrant (−,−) contains proteins predicted
to be disordered by CDF, but compact by CH-plot (i.e., proteins with
molten globule-like properties); red quadrant (−,+) includes
proteins predicted to be disordered by both methods (i.e., random
coils and pre-molten globules); blue quadrant (+,−) contains
ordered proteins; violet quadrant (+,+) includes proteins predicted
to be disordered by CH-plot, but ordered by the CDF analysis [120].
Application of this approach to the whole genomes revealed that
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Fig. 4. Binary predictors of intrinsic disorder. A. CDF analysis. Dashed curve located above the boundary represents CDF curve of ordered protein, whereas solid line located below the
boundary corresponds to the CDF curve of IDP. Here, δi and dj (where i and j range from 1 to 7) are attributed to the ordered and disordered protein, respectively, and represent the

distances of points at the CDF curve from the corresponding boundary points. The averaged distance of a given CDF curve from a boundary line is calculated as dCDF =
∑
7

i=1
δi

7 or

dCDF =
∑
7

j=1
dj

7 . B. CH-plot analysis. Black square located above the boundary corresponds to ordered protein, open circle located below the boundary represents disordered protein.
C. CH–CDF analysis. Black square corresponds to disordered protein DP00124, whereas open circle represents ordered protein 1EXP. X-coordinates were calculated as averaged
distances of corresponding CDF curves from a boundary (positive dCDF distance corresponds to a protein predicted to be ordered by CDF analysis, negative dCDF distance
corresponds to a protein predicted to be disordered by CDF analysis, see plot A). Y-coordinates were obtained as distances from spots corresponding to proteins to boundary. Positive
and negative dCH distances correspond to protein predicted by CH-plot to be disordered or ordered, respectively, see plot B.
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∼30% protein in mouse (Fig. 5) and human proteomes (data not
shown) potentially possess the properties of native molten globules.

The interpretation that proteins in the (−.−) quadrant are likely
to be molten globules needs further exploration. For example, a
protein with distinct structured and disordered domains might fall
into the (−,−) quadrant and not be a native molten globule at all. A
protein that is a molten globule as a monomer might form a
structured complex. This association could be with itself, with another
protein, or with a non-protein ligand. Indeed a number of proteins are
known to be ill-structured as monomers but form structured dimers
Fig. 5. CH–CDF plot for mice proteins. Quadrants contain differently disordered
proteins: the red quadrant contains extended IDPs (predicted to be disordered by CDF
and CH-plot analysis), the pink quadrant contains native molten globules (predicted
to be disordered by CDF and ordered by CH-plot), the blue quadrant contains globular
proteins (predicted to be ordered by both CDF and CH-plot analyses), whereas the
violet quadrant contains proteins predicted to be ordered by CDF and disordered by
CH-plot.
[121]. Similarly, many proteins are ill-structured in the apo-forms but
become structured after the specific ligand binding [64,65]. Thus, we
are in the process of investigating collections of proteins that map to
the 4 quadrants of Fig. 5 to better understand the extent to which the
various proteins conform to the simple concepts described above.

As it has been already mentioned, protein disorder is a multi-faced
phenomenon; i.e., disordered proteins, being mobile, flexible, and
dynamic, might have very different structural features, which range
from collapsed molten globule-like conformation to extended coil-like
state. It has been suggested that, just as an ordered protein is comprised
of different types of secondary structure (α-helices, β-strands, β-turns,
310-helices and others), ID protein can also be made up of distinguish-
able types of disorder [122]. To check this hypothesis, a unique par-
titioning algorithm based on the differential prediction accuracies has
been developed [122]. This algorithm used the notion that a specialized
predictor built on a given disorder flavor should have significantly
higher same-flavor accuracy than other-flavor predictors or than a
global predictor applied to the same given flavor. Application of this
partitioning algorithm to known disordered proteins identified three
distinctive flavors of disorder, arbitrarily called V, C, and S [122]. Impor-
tantly, the flavor-specific disordered proteins have been shown to be
distinguishable not only by their amino acid compositions, but also by
disordered sequence locations, and biological functions. Based on these
observations, itwas proposed that specificflavor–function relationships
do exist and thus it is possible (in principle) to identify the functions of
disordered regions from their amino acid sequences alone, without any
need for specific structural knowledge [122].
2.3. What is so special about ID proteins

ID proteins have dynamic structures that interconvert on a
number of timescales and have been shown to have many similarities
to non-native states of “normal” globular proteins, which may exist
in at least four different conformations: native (ordered), molten
globule, pre-molten globule, and coil-like [42–44,123]. Using this
analogy, it has been established that ID proteins and regions
under physiological conditions in vitro might contain collapsed
disorder (i.e., where ID is present in a form of molten globules) and
extended disorder (i.e., regions where ID is present in a form of
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random coil or pre-molten globule) [29,42,72]. This is illustrated by
Fig. 6, which schematically represents the three types of disorder
mentioned above, molten globule, pre-molten globule and coil for a
model polypeptide chain of 100 residues long. A model structure of a
100 residue-long globular protein is shown for comparison. The figure
clearly shows that there is a dramatic difference in the hydrodynamic
volumes occupied by a polypeptide chain in these four conformations.
These differences further increase for a longer polypeptide chain.
2.3.1. Collapsed disorder
The structural properties of the molten globule (which was origi-

nally described as universal folding intermediate of globular proteins)
are well known and have been systematized in number of reviews
(e.g., see [38] and references therein). The protein molecule in this
intermediate state has no (or has only a trace of) rigid cooperatively
melted tertiary structure. However, it is characterized not only by the
well-developed secondary structure, but also by the presence of some
topology, i.e., relatively fixed mutual positioning of the secondary
structure elements [124–131]. A considerable increase in the acces-
sibility of a protein molecule to proteases was noted as a specific
property of the molten globule [132–136]. The transformation into
this intermediate state is accompanied by a considerable increase in
the affinity of a protein molecule to the hydrophobic fluorescence
probes (such as 8-anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonate, ANS), and this
behavior should be considered as a characteristic property of the
molten globule state [137]. The averaged value for the increase in the
hydrodynamic radius in the molten globule state compared with the
native state is no more than 15%, which corresponds to a volume
increase of ∼50% [37,38,42,92,93]. Small angle X-ray scattering
analysis has revealed that the protein molecule in this partially folded
Fig. 6. Illustrative examples of ID proteins. Top line: Collapsed (molten globule-like, MG) dis
Ordered globular protein of same length is also shown for comparison. Figure represen
hydrodynamic volumes occupied by a 100 residue-long polypeptide chain in these four confo
polypeptide chain in these four conformations. Spheres in the middle and bottom lines show
ordered protein.
state has a globular structure typical of ordered globular proteins
[138–142].

2.3.2. Extended disorder
A significant number of sequences encodes for the extendedly

disordered proteins that are characterized by low sequence complex-
ity. Are these proteins random coils, or do they possess residual or
transient structure? If they have residual or transient structure, how
should they be classified? Based on the analysis of the available
literature, it has been concluded that such proteins do not possess
uniform structural properties, as expected for members of a single
thermodynamic entity. In fact, they may be divided into two struc-
turally different groups, intrinsic coils and intrinsic pre-molten glob-
ules [42,92,93]. Proteins from the first group have hydrodynamic
dimensions typical of considerably unfolded polypeptide chain in
poor solvent (see below), and do not possess any (or almost not any)
ordered secondary structure. Proteins from the second group are
more compact (see below), and exhibit some amount of residual
secondary structure. However, they are still less dense than native
globular or molten globule proteins [42,92,93]. Other properties of
extendedly disordered proteins can be derived from structural
features described below for unfolded and pre-molten globular con-
formations of globular proteins.

Obviously, intrinsically disordered proteins with very high net
charges are expected to be more extended and behave more similar to
random coils (i.e., similar to conformations adopted by proteins in the
denaturant guanidinium hydrochloride). The validity of this hypothesis
was recently illustratedvia the analysis of the set ofnucleoporins (Nups)
containing long natively unfolded domains with phenylalanine–glycine
repeats (FG domains). These Nups constitute a gate of the nuclear pore
complex (NPC), where the FG domains form a malleable network of
order; extended (pre-molten globule-like, PMG) disorder; and (coil-like, coil) disorder.
ts model structures of a 100 residue-long polypeptide chain. Middle line: Relative
rmations. Bottom line: Relative hydrodynamic volumes occupied by a 500 residue-long
an increase in the hydrodynamic volume relative to the volume of the corresponding
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disordered polypeptides, which selects and size-discriminates against
diffusing macromolecules [143]. In this study, most nucleoporin FG
domainswere shown to adopt collapsedmolten globular configurations
andwere characterized by a low content of charged amino acids. Others
adopted more extended, coil-like conformations, were structurally
more dynamic, and were characterized by a high content of charged
amino acids. Many nucleoporins contained both types of structures in
a biphasic distribution along their polypeptide chain. For example, the
N-terminus of Nsp1 (AA 1–172; Nsp1n), had a low charged-AA content
of 2% and adopted molten globular configurations, whereas the
remainder of the Nsp1 FG domain (AA 173–603; Nsp1m) had a
charged-AA content of 36% and adopted extended coil configurations
[143].

The unfolded protein is essentially never a true random coil. In
fact, the existence of significant residual structure in the unfolded
globular protein has been described even under the most severe
denaturing conditions, such as high concentrations of strong dena-
turants [144–147]. Thus, coil-like ID proteins are not completely
random, but are characterized by the presence of some residual (and
highly flexible) structure. This fact is very important for the func-
tioning of these proteins (see below).

The structural peculiarities of a polypeptide chain in the pre-
molten globule state are briefly outlined below. The protein molecule
in this state has no rigid tertiary structure. It is characterized by a
considerable secondary structure, although much less pronounced
than that of the native or the molten globule protein (protein in the
pre-molten globule state has ∼50% of the native secondary structure,
whereas in the molten globule state the corresponding value is
noticeably higher). The protein molecule in the pre-molten globule
state is considerably less compact than in themolten globule or native
states, but it is still more compact than the random coil (its hydro-
dynamic volume in the molten globule, the pre-molten globule and
the unfolded states, in comparison with that of the native state,
increases 1.5, ∼3 and ∼12 times, respectively, see Fig. 6).

The protein molecule in the pre-molten globule state can effec-
tively interact with the hydrophobic fluorescent probe ANS, though
essentially weaker than in themolten globule state. This means that at
least part of the hydrophobic clusters of polypeptide chain accessible
to the solvent is already formed in the pre-molten globule state
[37,38,43,44,148]. Despite this ability to interact with ANS, the pre-
molten globule state the protein molecule does not exhibit globular
structure [141,142,148]. The last observation indicates that the pre-
molten globule probably represents a “squeezed” and partially
ordered form of the coil [42,47,48,142]. Importantly, local structural
elements of these squeezed coils may occupy native-like positions
[43,44,142]. This fact is of functional importance too.

2.3.3. Conformational behavior
Because of the ID proteins possess strong biases in their amino acid

compositions one might expect that this will be reflected in their
conformational behavior. Recently, the peculiarities of the responses
of the ID proteins to changes in their environment were systemized in
a comprehensive review [149]. As summarized in [149], the con-
formational behavior of IDPs is typically characterized by a low
cooperativity (or the complete lack thereof) during denaturant-
induced unfolding of any structure that might exist, by the lack of
measurable excess heat absorption peak(s) characteristic for the
melting of ordered proteins, by a gain of structure in response to heat
and changes in pH, by the ability to gain structure in the presence of
various counter ions, osmolytes, membranes and binding partners,
and by different, protein-specific responses to macromolecular
crowding [149].

An increase in temperature often induces the partial folding of
intrinsically unstructured proteins (i.e., proteins with extended
disorder), rather than the unfolding that is typically observed for
globular proteins. The effects of elevated temperature may be attrib-
uted to the increased strength of the hydrophobic interaction at
higher temperatures, leading to a stronger hydrophobic driving force
for partial folding [92,93,149].

For a number of extendedly disordered proteins it has been shown
that a decrease (or increase) in pH induces partial folding of intrin-
sically unordered proteins due to the minimization of their large net
charge present at neutral pH, thereby decreasing charge/charge
intramolecular repulsion and permitting hydrophobic-driven collapse
to the partially folded conformation [92,93,149].

Importantly, this high temperature and extreme pH stability of ID
proteins can be used isolate them from cell extracts. For example,
disordered proteins with extended disorder can be separated from
ordered proteins by their intrinsic indifference to denaturing condi-
tions that originates from the lack of tertiary and secondary structure.
In other words, ID proteins can be isolated from ordered ones as
proteins which “survived” (i.e., remained soluble) harsh denaturing
conditions usually leading to the precipitation of ordered proteins,
including extensive heating/boiling or incubation in the presence of
trichloroacetic acid (TCA), or perchloric acid (PCA) [150–153].

2.4. How to identify and structurally characterize ID proteins

Computational analyses clearly show that the ID proteins and
proteins with long ID regions are highly abundant in nature. Several
experimental approaches are sensitive to the intrinsic disorder of a
given protein or its part and therefore have been used to provide
structural information on ID proteins. Ironically, the choice of suitable
techniques for the characterization of disordered proteins is based on
the experience retrieved from the studies on “traditional” ordered
proteins. In fact, almost all experimentally validated ID proteins were
discovered and structurally characterized by techniques elaborated
for the analysis of structure and self-organization of ordered proteins,
where the information on the presence of intrinsic disorder was
typically retrieved from the absence of a signal characteristic for the
ordered protein. These studies clearly showed that in many ways ID
proteins resemble denatured states of well-structured proteins.

The unique 3-D structure of a globular protein is stabilized by non-
covalent interactions (conformational forces) of different types, such
as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic forces, electrostatic interactions, van
der Waals interactions, etc. Being different in their physical bases,
these forces are known to respond differently to changes in the
protein environment. In fact, some of the forces are either weakened
or even completely eliminated under particular conditions, whereas
other conformational forces remain unchanged or are even intensified
under the same conditions. This gives raise to the formation of various
partially folded conformations with properties intermediate between
those of the well-ordered and the completely unfolded states.

By analogy with different conformations of globular proteins,
intrinsically disordered proteins can be divided into different groups,
depending on the amount of disorder they possess. This gives several
structurally different classes of intrinsic disorder: native molten
globules, native pre-molten globules and native coils. As these confor-
mations possess defined structural differences along with increasing
amounts of disorder, they may be discriminated from one another by
several physicochemical methods [29,30,154,155]. Some of the most
widely used techniques for identification of intrinsic disorder in pro-
teins are briefly outlined below.

X-ray crystallography defines missing electron density in many
protein structures, which may correspond to disordered region(s).
The increased flexibility of atoms in such a region leads to the non-
coherent X-ray scattering, making them unobserved [72,156–158].
Since structured domains can wobble on flexible hinges and also be
unobserved, long unobserved regions are not always disordered.

Heteronuclear multidimensional NMR is an extremely powerful
technique for protein 3-D structure determination in solution and
for the characterization of protein dynamics. Recent advances in this
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technology have allowed the complete assignment of resonances for
several unfolded and partially folded proteins, as well as the
disordered fragments of folded proteins [70,90,155,159–161]. These
methods can also provide direct measurement of the mobility of
unstructured regions.

There are two types of optically active chromophores in proteins,
side groups of aromatic amino acid residues and peptide bonds
[162,163]. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra in the near ultraviolet
region (250–350 nm), also called the aromatic region, reflect the
symmetry of the environment of aromatic amino acid residues and,
consequently, are characteristic of protein tertiary structure. The lack
of rigid tertiary structure in a protein containing aromatic residues
may be easily detected by the simplified near-UV CD spectrum with
low intensity.

Diminishing of ordered secondary structure may be detected by
several spectroscopic techniques including far-UV CD [162–168],
optical rotary dispersion (ORD) [169], Fourier transform infra-red
spectroscopy (FTIR) [71], Raman optical activity [170], and deep-UV
resonance Raman spectroscopy [171,172].

Hydrodynamic parameters obtained from techniques such as gel-
filtration, viscometry, SAXS, SANS, sedimentation, dynamic and static
light scatteringmay help in determining whether a protein is compact
or unfolded. The unfolding of a proteinmolecule results in an essential
increase in its hydrodynamic volume. For instance, there is a well
documented 15–20% increase in the hydrodynamic radius of globular
proteins upon their transformation into the molten globule state,
while the hydrodynamic volume of the pre-molten globule is even
larger (see Fig. 6). Furthermore, native and unfolded conformations of
globular proteins possess very different molecular mass dependencies
of their hydrodynamic radii, RS [42,47,48,92,93,142,173,174]. As a
result, ID proteins will have an increased hydrodynamic volume
relative to ordered proteins of similar molecular mass, leading to an
increase in their apparent molecular mass. For example, for the
spheres shown in Fig. 6 this increase is translated in the following
numbers. For a 100 residue-long polypeptide with a real molecular
mass of 11 kDa, the apparent molecular mass of a molten globular
conformation estimated from the hydrodynamic data (e.g. gel-
filtration) is 16 kDa, for the native pre-molten globule this number
is 29 kDa, whereas for the native coil the column will give ∼40 kDa.
For a 500 residue-long ID protein with the real molecular mass of
55 kDa these numbers are: ∼90 kDa, 180 kDa and 375 kDa if the
protein is a native molten globule, a native pre-molten globule or a
native coil, respectively.

Another very important structural parameter is the degree of
globularity, which reflects the presence or absence of a tightly packed
core in a protein molecule. This information may be extracted from
the analysis of small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data in form of a
Kratky plot, which is a plot of I(S)⁎S2 versus S, with I(S) being
the scattering intensity, and S being the scattering vector given
by 2sinθ/λ, where θ is the scattering angle, and λ is the wavelength of
X-ray. The shape of the Kratky plot curve is sensitive to the confor-
mational state of the scattering protein molecules [140,141,175]. A
scattering curve in the Kratky coordinates has a characteristic
maximum for globular proteins in either their native or molten glob-
ule states (i.e., states with globular structure). However, if a protein
is completely unfolded or in a pre-molten globule conformation (i.e.,
with no globular structure), such a maximum is absent [95,140,141].

Additional knowledge on the intramolecular mobility and com-
pactness of a protein may be extracted from the analysis of various
fluorescence characteristics. This includes FRET, shape and position of
the intrinsic fluorescence spectrum, fluorescence anisotropy and
lifetime, accessibility of the chromophore groups to external quench-
ers, and steady-state and time-resolved parameters of the fluorescent
dyes. Overall, these techniques add important information on the
conformational dynamics of a polypeptide. As discussed above, the
ability of a partially folded polypeptide chain to interact with hydro-
phobic fluorescent probes, such as ANS [137], is a very useful property
which can be used for identification of the ID proteins.

Increased proteolytic degradation in vitro of intrinsically disor-
dered proteins indirectly confirms by their increased flexibility
[72,133–136,176].

Immunochemical methods may also be applied toward the
elucidation of protein disorder. The immunoglobulins obtained
against a given protein may be specific for different levels of macro-
molecule: the primary structure [177,178], the secondary struc-
ture [179], or the tertiary structure [177,178]. In the latter case, the
antigenic determinants may reside on either the neighboring residues
in the chain (loops) [177,178] or on spatially distant residues [179].
Furthermore, it has been shown that antibodies in the immune serum
may possess a high affinity to the internal elements of an antigen
[179]. Thus, antibodies may be successfully used to study the struc-
tural changes, which a protein-immunogen undergoes upon changes
of the experimental conditions. For example, antibodies obtained
against the Ca2+-saturated F1-fragment of prothrombin did not
interact with the calcium-free apo-form of this protein [180]. An
analogous effect also was observed in the case of osteocalcin [181].

Intrinsic disorder may be detected by the analysis of protein
conformational stability. For example, the presence or absence of a
cooperative transition on the calorimetric melting curve for a given
protein is a simple and convenient criterion indicating the presence or
absence of a rigid tertiary structure [38,154,182]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that the steepness of urea- or GdmCl-induced unfolding
curves depends strongly on whether a given protein has a rigid
tertiary structure (i.e., it is native) or is already denatured and exists
as a molten globule [149,183,184]. To extend this type of analysis,
the values of Δveff (which is the difference in the number of
denaturant molecules “bound” to one protein molecule in its two
states) should be determined. Then this quantity should be compared
to the ΔvN→U

eff and ΔvMG→U
eff values corresponding to the native to coil

and molten globule to coil transitions in globular protein of a given
molecular mass, respectively [183,184].

Finally, unique electrophoretic mobility of ID proteins should be
mentioned. Electrophoresis is mostly applied either to determine
the molecular mass of proteins or to elucidate the charge difference
and/or form of the macromolecule. However, it has been pointed out
that due to their unique amino acid compositions, ID proteins bind
less sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) than “normal” proteins [73,185].
As a result, they possess abnormal mobility in SDS polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis experiments and their apparent molecular masses
determined by this technique are often 1.2–1.8 times higher than real
one calculated from sequence data ormeasured bymass spectrometry
(for example, see [185]).

In addition to the traditional techniques sensitive to the lack
of ordered structure in a given protein, some novel experimental
approaches have been elaborated to characterize ID proteins both
in vitro and in vivo (see above, [53–58]). One of the very promising
approaches to analyze ID proteins in their natural environments
(i.e., within cells) is in-cell NMR spectroscopy [186–189]. This
method is based on the notion that most nuclei in natural substances
are NMR-inactive and hence not detectable by NMR methods. There-
fore, the isotope-effect can be exploited as a selective visualization
filter, where a molecule of interest in which NMR-inactive nuclei
are substituted with NMR-active stable isotopes suddenly becomes
‘visible’ to the spectroscopic eye [186–189].

Several ID proteins have been investigated using the in vivo
NMR analysis in prokaryotic cells. Examples include FglM [190] and
α-synuclein [191,192]. FglM a 97-residue polypeptide from Salmo-
nella typhimurium, which regulates flagellar synthesis by binding
to the transcription factor δ28 [193]. Although unbound FlgM is
mostly unstructured, its C-terminal half can form a transient α-helix
[194]. Interaction with δ28 in vitro leads to the partial folding of this
C-terminal domain, which ismanifested by the disappearance of a set
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of C-terminal NMR resonance signals [195]. Since inside the living
E. coli cells the same set of NMR resonance signals was absent, it has
been concluded that in cellular environment a structural rearrange-
ment took place in the FlgM C-terminal domain that was similar to
the one observed with δ28 [190]. Importantly, the N-terminal half
of FglM remained unfolded even in the over-crowded cellular
environment [190]. The in vivo NMR analysis of another ID protein,
α-synuclein, revealed that this protein remained soluble, monomeric
and, in contrast to FglM completely unfolded inside live E. coli cells
[191,192]. Although this technique is very attractive being poten-
tially able to provide detailed information on the IDP structure and
dynamics inside the cell, significant precaution should be taken
while performing the in vivo NMR analysis. In fact, two in-cell NMR
reports describing the in-cell dynamics of another IDP, apo-
cytochrome b5, were recently retracted [196,197] because protein
leakage from the cells led to misleading data [198].

In-cell NMR analysis of target proteins in eukaryotic cells is a rather
newaddition to the rapidly growingfield of high-resolution in vivoNMR
studies. Recently, the conformational in vivo properties of the human
Tau-protein inside the Xenopus laevis oocytes were analyzed by the in-
cell NMR. Although this study revealed that intracellular crowding did
not induce dramatic conformational rearrangements of this ID protein,
the in-cell NMR spectra displayed several resonance signals that
strongly suggested that residues of Tau became post-translationally
phosphorylated by endogenous Xenopus kinases and other spectral
features suggested that a noticeable portion of intracellular was shown
to be bound to endogenous microtubules [199].

Utilization of various single-molecule techniques represents another
interesting development in the field of structural characterization of ID
proteins. Since the conformational landscape of an ID protein does not
have a single, highly stable ordered structure, being characterized by a
set of marginally-stable interconverting conformations, whose equilib-
rium is driven by the depths and profiles of their energyminima and by
the effect of the environment upon them, the capability of resolving the
properties of individual protein molecules and quantify subpopulations
is particularly crucial for ID proteins. Two single-molecule approaches
have been reported in studies of the conformational properties of
ID proteins, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(SM-FRET) [200] and atomic force microscopy-based single-molecule
force spectroscopy (SMFS) [201,202].

SM-FRET trajectories contain detailed information about confor-
mational motions associated with, for example, protein–protein or
protein–DNA interactions. For example, single-molecule spectroscopy
revealed that protein–protein interactions related to cell signaling
[203] or in the DNA damage recognition [204] are characterized by the
large-amplitude fluorescence intensity fluctuations at a time-scale
ranging over several orders of magnitude, from milliseconds to sub-
seconds, suggesting that these interactions involve highly flexible
intrinsically disordered structures [205,206].

Recently, SM-FRET was used to analyze the shape of α-synuclein
bound to detergent micelles and lipid vesicles [207]. By strategically
placing maleimide donor (Alexa 488) and acceptor (Alexa 594) in
different regions of the protein it has been shown that α-synuclein
formed a bend helix when bound to highly curved SDS micelles and
existed as an elongated helix interacting with more physiological
100 nm diameter lipid vesicles [207].

SMFS has been found to be a very useful tool to gain insights on
the conformational equilibria of monomeric ID proteins, providing
crucial information on the conformational heterogeneity of mono-
meric α-synuclein [202]. In fact, SMFS analysis revealed that the
conformational equilibrium of this classical ID protein included three
main classes of conformations, such as disordered and “β-like” struc-
tures, and that the relative abundance of various conformers was
modulated by changes in the environment, mutations and pharma-
cological strategies [201,202]. Based on these observations it was
suggested that SMFS can explore the full conformational space of an
ID protein at the single-molecule level, detecting even poorly pop-
ulated conformers and measuring their distribution in a variety of
biologically important conditions [202]. Interestingly, the application
of another “non-traditional” technique, the electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry analysis of protein ion charge state distribu-
tions, supported the existence of the conformational heterogeneity of
α-synuclein, and revealed that this ID protein samples four distinct
conformational states, ranging from a highly structured one to a
random coil [208].

Recently, to visualize individual molecules in solution under
physiological conditions, a high-speed atomic force microscopy
(AFM), where the successive AFM images were captured at rates of
5–17 frames per second, was utilized [209]. To illustrate the power of
this approach, a highly mobile protein was visualized by high-speed
AFM. In this study, the protein studied is named FACT (facilitates
chromatin transcription), which is a highly conserved eukaryotic
heterodimer consisting of structure-specific recognition protein-1
(SSRP1) and the protein SPT16, which is crucial for transcript elon-
gation through nucleosomes by RNA polymerase II [210]. The high-
speed AFM analysis revealed the existence of two undulating and
wobbling tail-like segments of different lengths that protrude from
the main body of FACT [209]. In addition to providing the first direct
visualization of the high intrinsic mobility of an IDP, this approach
revealed unique mechanical properties of the tail domains, which
appeared to be in conformations that weremore relaxed than random
coils. Based on these exciting data the authors concluded that the
high-speed AFM represents a novel imaging technology that can be
utilized for visualization and characterization of flexible intrinsically
disordered region in other important proteins at the single-molecule
level [209].

Since the information on the presence of intrinsic disorder in a
given protein is typically retrieved from the absence of a signal
characteristic for the ordered protein, misidentification and misclas-
sification of ID proteins are still very common. Obviously, the simul-
taneous application of several techniques mentioned above to a given
protein provides the most unambiguous evidence of its disordered
features. The size of this journal review is too limited to provide an in
depth analysis of various experimental tools for structural character-
ization of ID proteins. Recently, a comprehensive volume dedicated to
this issuewas published [31] andwe address interested readers to this
book.

2.5. What is the functional repertoire of ID proteins

2.5.1. ID proteins and their functions
As already discussed, intrinsic disorder is very common in nature.

Fig. 7 further illustrates this conclusion showing that intrinsic disorder
is abundant at the proteome level, and many proteins were not only
predicted to have long disordered regions, but to be disordered along
their entire lengths. This high natural abundance of ID proteins clearly
suggests that, although intrinsically disordered proteins fail to form
fixed 3-D structures under physiological conditions, they likely carry
out important biological functions, which has been confirmed
by several comprehensive studies [70–73,80,90,92,93,101,211–213].
Furthermore, sites of post-translational modifications (acetylation,
hydroxylation, ubiquitination, methylation, phosphorylation, etc.)
and sites of regulatory proteolytic attack are frequently associated
with regions of intrinsic disorder [82].

Among the various functions found for disordered regions, even
superficial analysis of “natively unfolded” proteins revealed thatmany
of them undergo disorder-to-order transitions when stabilized by
binding with specific targets [71]. In fact, for the majority of proteins
described in that study, the existence of ligand-induced folding
was established. Examples include induced structure formation
upon binding with DNA (or RNA) for protamines, Max protein, high
mobility group proteins HMG-14 and HMG-17, osteonectine, SDRD



Fig. 7. Predicted abundance ofmostly disorderedproteins in several proteomes. I,Y. pestis;
II, E. coli; III, A. fulgidus; IV, M. thermoautotrophicum; V, S. cerevisiae; VI, A. thaliana; VII,
M. musculus. Analysis was performed by three predictors of mostly disordered proteins:
the charge–hydropathy (CH) plot, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of PONDR®

VL-XT score, and a consensus predictor that combines the CH-plot and CDF predictors. The
main point is that eukaryotes appear to contain farmore intrinsic disorder as compared to
prokaryotes. This amount of predicted disorder has important functional consequences,
and soproteomic experiments need to be redesigned to recognize and explore intrinsically
disordered proteins.
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protein, chromatogranins A and B, Δ131Δ fragment of SNase, and
histone H1. Other examples include the folding of cytochrome c in
the presence of heme, the folding of ostecalcine induced by cations,
secondary structure formation in parathyroid hormone related pro-
tein induced by membrane association, structure formation in gluco-
corticoid receptor brought about by association with trimethylamine
N-oxide, folding of histidine-rich protein II induced by heme; and
structure formation and compaction of prothymosin-α mediated by
zinc [71]. Therefore, among themajor functions of these unstructured,
intrinsically disordered proteins are nucleic acid binding, metal ion
binding, heme binding and interaction with membrane bilayers [71].
In addition to mentioned disorder-to-order transition, there are many
pre-structured or pre-organized motifs in IDPs that bind to target
proteins [53–58].

More than 150 proteins have been identified in early studies as
containing functional disordered regions, or being completely dis-
ordered, yet performing vital cellular roles [72,80]. Twenty-eight
separate functions were assigned for these disordered regions,
including molecular recognition via binding to other proteins, or to
nucleic acids [80,81]. An alternative view is that functional disorder
fits into at least five broad classes based on their mode of action [73].
These broad classes, with illustrative examples, are outlined in
Table 3. Based on the thorough analysis of available literature data
protein and RNA chaperones were added to this list [214].

Recently, a novel computational tool was elaborated for the eval-
uation of a correlation between the functional annotations in the Swiss-
Prot database and the predicted intrinsic disorder [215–217]. The
approach is based on the hypothesis that if a function described by a
given keyword relies on intrinsic disorder, then the keyword-associated
Table 3
Functional classes of disorder. Based on data reported in [73].

Class Example Function

Entropic chains Microtubule-associated
protein 2

Entropic bristle, spacing in
microtubule architecture

Effectors 4EBP1, 2, 3 Inhibitor of translation initiation
Scavengers Caseins Inhibition of calcium precipitation

in milk
Assemblers Caldesmon Actin polymerization
Display sites CREB transactivator

domain
Regulation by phosphorylation
protein would be expected to have a greater level of predicted disorder
compared to the protein randomly chosen from the Swiss-Prot. To test
this hypothesis, functional keywords associated with 20 or more
proteins in Swiss-Prot were found and corresponding keyword-
associated datasets of proteins were assembled. For each keyword-
associated set, one thousand length-matching and number-matching
sets of random proteins were drawn from Swiss-Prot. Order–disorder
predictionswere carried out for the keyword-associated sets and for the
matching random sets. If a function described by a given keyword was
carried out by a long region of disordered protein, onewould expect the
keyword-associated set to have a greater amount of predicted disorder
compared to the matching random sets. The keyword-associated set
would be expected to have less prediction of disorder compared to the
random sets if the keyword-associated function were carried out
by structured protein. Given the predictions for the function-associated
andmatching random sets, it is possible to calculate thep-values,where
a p-value N0.95 suggests a disorder–associated function, a p-value
b0.05 suggests an order-associated function, and intermediate p-values
are ambiguous [215–217]. The application of this tool revealed that out
of 710 Swiss-Prot keywords, 310 functional keywords were associated
with ordered proteins, 238 functional keywords were attributed to
disordered proteins, and the remainder 162 keywords yield ambiguity
in the likely function–structure associations [215–217].

Obviously, for all these IDproteins, the traditional structure–function
paradigm is insufficient, suggesting that a more comprehensive view
of the protein structure/function relationships is needed. In fact, a
new paradigm was offered [72,80,82] to elaborate the sequence-to-
structure-to-function scheme in away that includes the novel functions
of disordered proteins (Fig. 8). The complex data supporting this revised
view were summarized in The Protein Trinity Hypothesis [82], which
suggested that native proteins can be in oneof three states, the solid-like
ordered state, the liquid-like collapsed-disordered state or the gas-like
extendeddisordered state. Function is thenviewed to arise fromanyone
of the three states or from transitions between them. This model was
subsequently expanded to include a fourth state (pre-molten globule)
and transitions between all four states [92].

Some important activities ascribed to ID proteins do not directly
involve coupled binding and folding, but rather are dependent on the
flexibility, pliability and plasticity of the backbone. We are calling
these “entropic chain activities”, as they rely entirely on an extended
random coil conformation of a polypeptide that has to maintain con-
stant motion during functioning. Discovering new entropic chain
activities and estimating the fraction of ID regions involved in such
activities are both intriguing problems [72].

One illustrative example of such entropic chain activities is
provided by the voltage-gated potassium channel. This tetrameric
integramembrane protein cycles among three states: closed (sensitive
to voltage), open, and inactive (insensitive to voltage). In the ball and
chain mechanism for ion channel inactivation, a highly flexible
“chain” carries out a random search until the “ball” plugs the open
channel (Fig. 9, top panel). Portions of this figure are based on findings
of Antz et al. [218]. For simplicity, only four of the proposed ten states
are shown [219]. The inactivation depends on a binding interaction
between the channel opening and the “ball”.

The time of opening is also a crucially important. This “time of
being open” function depends directly on the length and flexibility of
the disordered “chain.” An extended disordered region functions as
one component of an entropic clock found in some ion channels.
Charge migrations within the tetrameric pore proteins are associated
with the majority of state changes of voltage-gated K+ ion channels
[219]. However, the timing of the inactivation step is determined by
the time it takes for a mobile domain to find and block the channel.
The movement of the mobile domain is restricted by a tether com-
posed of ∼60 disordered residues [220,221] (Fig. 9, bottom panel).
The timing of channel inactivation is a function of the length of the
disordered tether.



Fig. 8. Involvement of intrinsic disorder in protein function. Note that the classical structure–function paradigm cannot describe many of the function proteins perform.
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Since ion channels serve to modulate the excitability of nerve cells,
their malfunction can have substantial impact on human health.
Mutations in the human homolog of the Shaker K+ channel (KCNA1)
can lead to myokymia, partial epilepsy, or episodic ataxia [222,223].
The ball and chain model was originally developed from experiments
showing that protease digestion caused the open state to remain
open, and then adding back the trypsin-released peptide led to
channel inactivation. Recent NMR data provides direct confirmation of
the flexibility of the “chain” region. If channel closure was to involve a
random search by a flexible chain, the time of closure would be
inversely proportional to the square of the length of the chain [224].
Genetic engineering of the Shaker K+ channel was used to construct
channels chains of various lengths. The inactivation times for the
chains followed the expected dependence on length. Shorter chains
speeded up inactivation and longer chains slowed inactivation [220].
Taken together these data strongly support the ball and chain
mechanism.

Finally, in one study sperm ion channels were found to have
apparently disordered regions of different length in different primates.
Furthermore, the underlyingmutations over timewere consistent with
positive selection [225]. Thus,while the timeof beinganopen function is
evidently not related directly to protein structure, this function is still
subject to natural selection, thus providing very strong evidence of its
importance.

A variety of complex and highly coordinated interactions of
proteins represents the mechanistic foundation of the organism's
physiology and function. This coordination is frequently achieved via
recognition of specific and unique identification regions. For proteins,
these identification regions are frequently located inside the ID
regions [53–58,213,226]. Therefore, many ID regions are involved
in regulation, recognition, signaling and control pathways where
high-specificity/low-affinity interactions with multiple partners are
necessary prerequisites. In this way, the functional diversity provided
by disordered regions complements those of ordered protein regions.

2.5.2. ID proteins as hubs in protein signaling networks
Many diverse systems may best be described as networks with

complex topologies, which is often assumed to be either completely
regular or completely random [227]. An important feature of the
random networks (such as the highway system) is that, despite the
random placement of links, most nodes have approximately same
number of links in the resulting systems [227,228]. In a random
network, the nodes follow a Poisson distribution with a bell shape.
Nodes that have significantly more or fewer links than the average are
difficult to find in such a system [228]. On the other hand, certain
other networks, known as “scale-free” or “small-world” networks, are
different: they have hubs, with many connections, and ends, that
aren't connected to anything but a hub (if highways were like this,
there would be a lot of dead-ends) [229,230]. Scale-free networks
combine the local clustering of connections characteristic of regular
networks with occasional long-range connections between clusters,
as can be expected to occur in random networks. Thus, some nodes
have a very large number of connections to other nodes, whereas
most nodes have just a few [228]. The popular nodes, called hubs, can
have hundreds, thousands or even millions of links depending on the
type of network being described. It has been emphasized that from
this perspective, the network appears to have no scale [228]. For such
scale-free networks the distance between nodes follows a power-law
distribution [231]. Examples of scale-free networks include the
author-collaboration network, the airline routes, the World Wide
Web, the metabolic network, the protein domain network, and,
apparently, the protein signaling networks inside cells (reviewed in
[230]).

A recent proposal is that α-synuclein, p53 and many other ID
proteins that interact with large numbers of distinct partners form
hubs in the scale-free protein–protein interaction network inferred
for the cell [213,226]. To test the roles of disorder in the specific case of
protein–protein interaction networks, we first collected a set of
structurally characterized hub proteins [213]. Several hub proteins
were found to be disordered from one end to the other, and yet to be
capable of binding large numbers of partners. Other hubs contained
both ordered and disordered regions. For these hubs, many, but not
all, of the interactions mapped to the regions of disorder. Two highly
structured hubs were found. For both of these structured hubs, 14-3-3
and calmodulin, the binding regions of their partner proteins were
found to be intrinsically disordered [232,233].

Overall, this initial study suggested two primary mechanisms by
which disorder is utilized in protein–protein interaction networks,
namely one disordered region binding to many partners and many
disordered region binding to one partner. Several groups have tested
these ideas further via comprehensive bioinformatics studies on
collections of hub proteins, and the results of these studies supported



Fig. 9. Example of an entropic clock. Top panel: Simplifiedmodel of a Shaker-type voltage-gated K+ ion channel (blue) with ‘ball and chain’ timing mechanism. The ‘ball and chain’ is
comprised of an inactivation, or ball, domain (yellow) that is tethered to the pore assembly by a disordered chain (red) of ∼60 residues. For simplicity, only four of the proposed ten
states are shown. The cytoplasmic side of the assembly is oriented downward. A. Closed state prior to membrane depolarization. Note that conformational changes of the pore have
sealed the channel and a positive charge on the cytoplasmic side of the pore assembly excludes binding of the ball domain. B. Open state followingmembrane depolarization. C. After
depolarization, the cytoplasmic side of the pore opening assumes a negative charge that facilitates interaction with the positively charged ball domain. D. Inactivation of the channel
occurs when the ball domain occludes the pore. The transition from C to D does not involve charge migration and can be modeled as a random walk of the ball domain towards the
pore opening. (Portions of figure based on Antz et al. [218]). Bottom panel: Schematic presentation of the ‘chain’ length-dependent timing of channel inactivation. Different lengths
of the ‘chain’ region of N-terminal domain result in different rates of channel inactivation [220,221], where shorter ‘chain’ causes a more rapid inactivation (A), whereas a longer
‘chain’ produces slower inactivation (B). Modified from [225].
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the hypothesis that hub proteins commonly use disordered regions to
bind to multiple partners [234–239]. These bioinformatics studies
include further refinement of the analysis with the suggestion that
disorder is very commonly used for regions that bind sequentially to
multiple partners (so-called “date hubs” [238]).

2.5.3. ID in scaffold proteins
Scaffold proteins represent a subclass of hub proteins that typically

have a modest number of interacting partners. Scaffolds are often
found at the central parts of functional complexes where they interact
withmost of their partners at the same time and therefore act as party
hubs [235]. Some scaffolds selectively bring together specific proteins
within a signaling pathway and provide selective spatial orientation
and temporal coordination to facilitate and promote interactions
among interacting proteins. Scaffolding can influence the specificity
and kinetics of signaling interactions. Scaffolds can bind simulta-
neously to multiple participants in a particular pathway and facilitate
and/or modify the specificity of pathway interactions [240]. Scaffolds
may act on individual proteins by changing their conformation and
thus their activity and on interaction partners by providing proximity



Fig. 10. Polymorphism in the bound state. Comparison of axin and FRAT binding to
GSK3β. The binding sites for the axin (383–401) peptide and FRAT (197–222) peptides
are co-localized in the C-terminal domain of GSK3β. However, the two peptides have no
sequence homology, have different conformations in their bound state, and possess
different sets of interactions with GSK3β.
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and spatial orientation [240]. Some scaffolds create focal points for
spatial and temporal coordination of enzymatic activity of kinases and
phosphatases.

Modulation of the phosphorylation state of downstream members
of signal transduction pathways is a primary mode of action for many
scaffold proteins. Compartmentalization is provided by the fact that
the activity of bound members is directed towards neighboring sub-
strates that may or may not be bound to the scaffold. Enzymes may be
activated or inhibited upon association with the scaffold. Associations
are dynamic and may serve to coordinate the responses among path-
ways. Scaffolds contain several domains for protein–protein inter-
action. Furthermore, scaffold proteins can play a role in modulating
the activation of alternative pathways by promoting interactions
between various signaling proteins [241].

In order to understand the role of ID for scaffolding functions,
several well-characterized scaffold proteins with structurally and
functionally characterized ID regions were analyzed [241]. Based on
the analysis of these several famous scaffolds, including axin, breast
cancer type 1 susceptibility protein (BRCA1), A-kinase anchoring
proteins AKAP79 and AKAP250, microtubule-associated protein 2
(MAP2), titin and several others, large ID regions appear to be crucial
for successful scaffold function. These signaling scaffold proteins
utilize the various features of highly flexible ID regions to obtainmore
functionality from less structure [241].

The more function from less structure conclusion was further
supported by a recent study on structural properties of the CASK-
interactive protein 1 [242], which is a post-synaptic density protein in
mammalian neurons where it acts as a specific scaffold interacting
with many important proteins including κ-casein (CASK), stathmin-3,
synaptotagmin, neurexin-2, septin-4, neural cell adhesion molecule
L1 (L1CAM), SH2/SH3 adaptor protein NCK-alpha (NCK1), and several
others. Using a set of bioinformatics tools, CD spectroscopy, wide-line
and 1H-NMR spectroscopy, limited proteolysis and gel-filtration
chromatography, the entire C-terminal proline-rich region of 800
amino acids of CASK-interactive protein 1 exhibits the set of char-
acteristics associated with being intrinsically disordered [242].
Furthermore, the authors extended their finding of a high level of ID
in CASK-interactive protein 1 by assembling a set of 74 scaffold
proteins and predicting their disorder by three different algorithms. A
very high fraction of the residues was found to fall into local disorder,
and ordered domains of these scaffold proteins were shown to be
connected by linker regions which were mostly disordered. Thus, the
usual design of a scaffold protein includes a set of short globular
domains (∼80 amino acids on average) connected by longer linker
regions (∼150 residues on average) with crucial binding functions
[242].

2.5.4. The functional advantages of ID proteins/regions
Importantly, even sturdy key holes (i.e., protein active sites) have

been shown to be rather flexible. In fact, as early as in 1958 it was
recognized that some enzymes could act on rather differently shaped
substrates, suggesting that a degree of flexibility would be needed to
fit the different substrates and thereby to be functional. To explain
these ideas, a modification of the “lock and key” model called the
“induced fit” theory was proposed by Koshland [243]. According to
this theory and its subsequent modifications/interpretations, the
enzyme is partially flexible and the substrate does not simply bind to
the active site, but it has to bring about changes to the shape of the
active site to activate the enzyme and make the reaction possible.
Substantial experimental evidence has been accumulated to support
this view for many different enzymes. For example, the existence of
functional flexibility within the active site has been demonstrated by
X-ray crystallographic analysis of E. coli dihydrofolate reductase
liganded with different cofactors and substrates. In fact, Sawaya
and Kraut have analyzed crystal structures of different forms of
this protein, including the holo-enzyme, the Michaelis complex, the
ternary product complex, the tetrahydrofolate binary complex as well
as the tetrahydrofolate–NADPH complex. These structures can be
used to reconstruct a 2.1 Å resolution movie, depicting the sequence
of events during the catalytic cycle, which showed that the enzyme
adopts different conformational substates while complexed with dif-
ferent ligands, suggesting that the process of enzymatic catalysis
might be accompanied by significant conformational changes [244].

Signaling and regulation are proposed to be among the most
important functions of ID proteins/regions [101]. Qualitatively, it seems
reasonable that highly mobile proteins would provide a better basis for
signaling and recognition. For example, disordered regions can bind
partners with both high specificity and low affinity [245]. This means
that the regulatory interactions can be specific and also can be easily
dispersed. Obviously this represents a keystone of signaling— turning a
signal off is as important as turning it on [72].

Another crucial property of ID proteins for their function in sig-
naling networks is binding diversity; i.e., their ability to partner with
many other proteins and other ligands, such as nucleic acids [89]. This
opens the possibility for one regulatory region or one regulatory
protein to bind to many different partners. A protein that binds to
multiple partners might be expected to be crucial for a number of
different biological processes and therefore might be especially
important for the survival of the cell. In agreement with this idea,
proteins that make multiple interactions are more likely to lead to
lethality if deleted [246].

There are several other reasons of why ID proteins might be
superior for certain tasks compared to their ordered counterparts.
This includes, but is not limited to: binding commonality in which
multiple, distinct sequences recognize a common binding site
(with perhaps different folds in the various complexed ID proteins)
[176]; the ability to form large interaction surfaces as the disordered
region wraps-up [247] or surrounds its partner [248]; faster rates
of association by reducing dependence on orientation factors and
by enlarging target sizes [21]; and faster rates of dissociation by
unzippering mechanisms [72].

An interesting consequence of the capability of ID proteins to
interact with different binding partners is their polymorphism in
bound state; i.e., an ID protein (or ID region) can have completely
different geometries in the rigidified structures induced by associating
with its partner, depending on the nature of the bound partner.
Crystallographic studies on glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β), a
Ser/Thr protein kinase and its interactions with FRAT1 and axin
provide an illustrative example of these polymorphic bound states
[249]. Fig. 10 shows that a sharp turn breaks the structure of FRAT
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peptide into two distinct and separate α-helical segments, whereas
the axin peptide is bound as a single unbroken α-helix [249]. Overall,
despite the fact that the primary binding sites for axin and FRAT on
GSK3β have been found to overlap substantially in the crystal
structures, so that their binding is mutually exclusive, the GSK3β-
interacting regions of these two proteins were shown to possess
negligible sequence similarity [249]. Furthermore, even though both
bound peptides are primarily helical, their detailed structures and
interactions with GSK3β have substantial differences (Fig. 10). The
ability of GSK3β to bind two different proteins with high specificity
via the same binding site is mediated by the conformational plasticity
of the 285–299 loop. In fact, in crystals of unbound GSK3β, this loop is
highly mobile and poorly defined. However as shown in Fig. 10 this
loop folds quite differently when it accommodates the two different
Fig. 11. p53 interaction with different binding partners illustrate peculiarities of one-to-ma
shown in the center of the figure (up = disorder, down = order) along with the structure
region of structure with the predicted amino and carbonyl termini as being disordered have
show their structures in the complex and to map the binding segments to the amino acid
and moving in a clockwise direction, the Protein Data Bank IDs and partner names are given
(3sak — p53 (tetrametization domain)), (1xqh — set9), (1h26 — cyclinA), (1ma3 — sirtuin),
53BP2), (2gs0 — PH), (1ycr — MDM2), and (2b3g — rpa70).
protein ligands. While some residues in this versatile binding site in
GSK3β are involved in interactions with both axin and FRAT, others
are involved uniquely with one or the other [249].

Another interesting example of the phenomenon discussed above
is the polymorphism in bound state of p53 protein. There are four
domains in p53: the unfolded N-terminal translational activation
domain, the structured central DNA-binding domain, and the unstruc-
tured C-terminal tetramerization and regulatory domain. At the
transactivation region, p53 interacts with TFIID, TFIIH, Mdm2,
RPA, CBP/p300 and CSN5/Jab1 among many other proteins [250]. At
the C-terminal domain, it interacts with GSK3β, PARP-1, TAF1, TRRAP,
hGcn5, TAF, 14-3-3, S100B(ββ) andmany other proteins [250]. Fig. 11
summarizes currently available information on p53 interactions and
structure [251]. Some of these interactions are mapped to regions of
ny signaling. A structure versus disorder prediction on the p53 amino acid sequence is
s of various regions of p53 bound to fourteen different partners. The predicted central
been confirmed experimentally for p53. The various regions of p53 are color coded to

sequence. Starting with the p53–DNA complex (top, left, magenta protein, blue DNA),
as follows for the fourteen complexes: (1tsr — DNA), (1gzh — 53BP1), (1q2d — gcn5),
(1jsp — CBP bromo domain), (1dt7 — s100ββ), (2h1l — sv40 Large T antigen), (1ycs —
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the p53 sequence together with the order/disorder tendencies of p53
as revealed by PONDR® VL-XT. In PONDR plot, segments with scores
above 0.5 correspond to the disordered regions, whereas those below
0.5 correspond to the ordered regions/binding sites.

This presentation reveals interesting correlations of the peculiar-
ities of disorder prediction with the well-understood domains of p53.
These correlations are indicated in order from amino terminal to
carboxyl terminal along the sequence correlating with a clockwise
arrangement for the molecular structures. Two first downward spikes
in the PONDR plot are located within the transcription activation
domain that binds to Tfb1, Mdm2 and Rpa70. A long prediction of
mostly ordered structure (residues 100–280) matches the domain
that binds to DNA. This large, centrally located DNA binding domain is
predicted and observed to be structured, both when it is bound to
DNA (upper left, note the DNA molecule as a partner) and when it
binds in a similar fashion to 3 different protein partners (one above
the prediction curve and two below, all are indicated by the magenta
color for the similarly folded p53 central domain). A sharp downward
spike doublet (residues 315–360) overlaps with the tetramerization
domain. A sharp downward spike at the C-terminus of p53 matches
the negative regulatory domain that binds to Cyclin A, Sirtuin, CBP and
the S100ββ dimer [250]. Furthermore, a short fragment from a linker
connecting the tetramerization and the negative regulatory domain
interacts with SET9. Finally, another short fragment that corresponds
to the first sharp downward spike of the tetramerization domain
binds to tGcn5. Binding regions of the transactivation and negative
regulatory domains were shown to undergo coupled folding and
binding resulting from their interaction with corresponding binding
partners; i.e., they represent illustrative examples various molecular
recognition features (MoRFs) (analyzed in details in [251]).

Fig. 11 clearly shows that many complexes are formed that involve
the disordered regions of p53. An interesting aspect of these many
partnerships is that, for each interaction, typically only a short region
of p53 becomes structured upon binding. For one particular complex
(upper center, light blue color), one region of disorder self-associates
to form a dimer (with nearly all of the buried residues in the dimer
interface), and this dimer further aggregates into a tetramer. Thus,
this association involves the coupled binding and folding of a dis-
ordered region. For another set of four complexes (right side, colors of
light yellow, red, and light and dark green), the same short segment
near the p53 C-terminus binds to four different partners. Because this
segment is unstructured to begin with, it can adopt different confor-
mations when binding to the different partners. For this particular
example, the disordered segment adopts an α-helix, a β-strand, and
two different coils upon binding with its four different partners [251].

Summarizing, among various advantages of intrinsic lack of
structure and function-related disorder-to-order transitions are
[70,72,74,79,84,241,252]:

1) Decoupled specificity and strength of binding provides for high-
specificity–low-affinity interactions. Preformed recognition ele-
ments and α-MoRFs can contribute to this phenomenon. A
continuum of binding strength likely exists. Binding regions
containing predominant preformed structure contribute more
free energy to binding and those regions with little or no
preformed structure contribute little free energy to binding;

2) Increased speed of interaction due to greater capture radius and
the ability to spatially search through interaction space;

3) Strengthened encounter complex allows for less stringent spatial
orientation requirements;

4) Efficient regulation via rapid degradation;
5) Increased interaction (surface) area per residue;
6) A single disordered region may bind to several structurally

diverse partners;
7) Many distinct (structured) proteins may bind a single disordered

region;
8) Intrinsic disorder provides the ability to overcome steric restric-
tions, enabling larger interaction surfaces in protein–protein and
protein–ligand complexes than those obtained with rigid
partners;

9) Unstructured regions fold to specific bound conformations
according to the template provided by structured partners;

10) Efficient regulation via post-translational modification; i.e.,
phosphorylation, methylation, ubiquitination, SUMOylation, etc.;

11) Ease of regulation/redirection and production of otherwise
diverse forms by alternative splicing;

12) The possibility of overlapping binding sites due to extended
linear conformation;

13) Diverse evolutionary rates with some ID proteins being highly
conserved and other ID proteins possessing high evolutionary
rates. The latter ones can evolve into sophisticated and complex
interaction centers (scaffolds) that can be easily tailored to the
needs of divergent organisms; and

14) Flexibility that allows masking (or not) of interaction sites or that
allows interaction between bound partners.

2.5.5. Functional importance of disorder-to-order transitions
Molecular recognition and binding functions of ID proteins are

proposed to be within three broad classes: effector, scavenger, and
assembler [73]. In each of these cases, a significant disorder-to-order
transition occurs upon binding to the target molecule. Some illus-
trative examples of this coupled folding and binding include the
following: cation binding to α-synuclein [253]; self-association of an
inhibitory subunit of phosphodiesterase [94]; formation of a func-
tioning ribosome [254] from disordered ribosomal proteins [11]; zinc-
induced folding of the DNA-binding domain of the 1,25-dihydrox-
yvitamin D3 receptor [255]; the SNARE complex formation from the
disordered components, Snc1 and Sec9 [256]; and interaction of
intrinsically disordered caldesmon with its binding partner calmod-
ulin [257].

Many other protein–protein and protein–nucleic acid interactions
involve coupled folding and binding of at least one of the partners
[70–73,80,90,92,93,101,211–213,226]. Obviously, the amino acid
compositions and the structures of such natively disordered proteins
enable a very large accessible surface area (ASA) in the absence of
binding partner(s), whereas the binding-induced disorder-to-order
transition is accompanied by a dramatic decrease in ASA and also by
the concomitant release of a large number of water molecules. In
agreement with the latter aspect of coupled binding and folding, the
binding of lac repressor to its regulatory site is accompanied by the
release of ∼260 water molecules, as estimated by the osmotic stress
method introduced by Parsegian and co-workers [258–260], which is
based on the measurement of the change in the number of water
molecules present in system compartments that are inaccessible to
neutral solutes [261]. Thus, the lack of ability to decrease ASA
intramolecularly (i.e., to fold) is compensated in many ID proteins by
their outstanding capability to do so upon interaction with their
natural partners.

The function-associated conformational changes and disorder-to-
order transitions may be brought about by alterations in environ-
mental or cellular conditions. The importance of this mechanism
originates from the following simple reasoning: a large decrease in
conformation entropy, which accompanies disorder-to-order transi-
tion, uncouples specificity from binding strength. This phenomenon
enables highly specific interactions to be easily reversible, which is
beneficial for cells, especially in the inducible responses typically
involved in signaling and regulation. In 2000 and 2002, NMR analysis
revealed the existence of specific “pre-existing”, “pre-organized”,
“structural pre-ordering”, and “preformed” structural elements in
several IDPs. These studies not only experimentally demonstrated the
existence of IDPs, but also showed that pre-existing (or pre-organized,
pre-ordering, preformed) elements in IDPs are actively involved in
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target binding [53–58]. A recent computational study of such binding
illustrated that the disordered partner contains a “conformational
preference” for the structure it will take upon binding, and that
these so-called “preformed elements” tend to be helices [262]. This
research validates previous findings for individual protein–protein
interactions, such as p27Kip1 [53,263] and p53 [55], both of which
have disordered regions with significant helical character that form
α-helices upon binding to their partners.

Prediction of the sequence locations of regions that undergo
disorder-to-order transitions has been accomplished [114]. This work
was derived from observations that PONDR® VL-XT sometimes gives
short regions of predicted order bounded by regions of predicted
disorder for several known binding sites [88]. This was first noticed in
the 4E binding protein one (4EBP1), which NMR studies had shown to
be completely disordered [264]. However, a short stretch of 4EBP1
undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon binding to eukaryotic
translation initiation factor 4E [265]. The activity of eukaryotic trans-
lation initiation factor 4E is inhibited by this binding. The structure of
this complex is shown in Fig. 12A, whereas the PONDR® VL-XT
prediction for 4EBP1 is shown in Fig. 12B. Note that there is a sharp
dip in the PONDR® VL-XT score in the area of the binding region. This
drop is flanked by long regions of predicted disorder.

A similar situation exists in the case of calcineurin, a calcium-
calmodulin dependent protein phosphatase, which is important in
many signaling pathways. The crystal structure of calcineurin is
shown in Fig. 12C [266]. The A subunit's catalytic domain is followed
by a stretch of 95 residues invisible in the X-ray crystal, a short
(18 residues) helix spanning the autoinhibitory domain, and another
stretch of 35 residues missing from the X-ray crystal [266]. The
PONDR® VL-XT prediction of most of this region is shown in Fig. 12D,
which illustrates that the region of predicted order overlaps with the
autoinhibitory helix.
Fig. 12. Examples of binding regions and their positions relative to PONDR® predicted ord
PONDR® VL-XT prediction for 4EBP1 with the binding region designated (blue bar). C. The
subunit (red helix) in the midst of observed disordered sequence (red dashes). D. The PON
autoinhibitory region indicated (blue bar). Modified from [114].
Another interesting example is the E. coli ribonuclease RNase E
protein. Using a combination of several biophysical techniques, Luisi
and colleagues determined that the C-terminal half of the RNase E,
which is involved in multiple protein–protein interactions, is intrin-
sically disordered. Application of PONDR® VL-XT gives four sharp
downward spikes in disordered C-terminal half of this protein, which
were labeled A, B, C, and D in the graph showing the prediction [267].
Synthetic peptides corresponding to these regions were tested for
their binding to various partners of RNase E. Fragment C bound
enolase, and fragment D bound PNPase. Peptide B was shown to
contribute to RNA binding. Finally, peptide A became involved in a
coiled coil. Given the functional importance of the peptides A, B, C,
and D, the authors named the corresponding dips in the PONDR VL-XT
plots “regions of increased structural propensity” (RISPs). In this
nomenclature, the peptides could be renamed RISP A, B, C, and D,
respectively.

The crystal structure of the RISP C/enolase complex was subse-
quently determined, and RISP Cwas found to exist mostly as anα-helix
[268]. These findings clearly show that short regions of predicted order
bounded by extended regions of predicted disorder in PONDR® VL-XT
plots can be used to identify binding sites that involved disorder-to-
order transitions upon complex formation.

These findings by Luisi and co-workers are consistent with work
briefly mentioned above indicating that downward spikes or dips in
PONDR VL-XT plots commonly indicate binding regions [75,114,116].
Here we will discuss this work in more detail.

Based on many additional observations similar to those given
above for 4E BP1, the calcineurin autoinhibitory domain, and RNase E,
we proposed the existence of particular protein structural elements or
features that mediate the binding events of initially disordered re-
gions. This element consists of a short region that undergoes coupled
binding and folding within a longer region of disorder. Originally,
er. A. Eukaryotic initiation factor (blue) and the binding region of 4EBP1 (red). B. The
B (blue) and A (yellow) subunits of calcineurin and the autoinhibitory region of the A
DR® VL-XT prediction for the last 121 amino acid residues of the A subunit with the
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these features were termed “molecular recognition elements,”
(MoREs). Later, they were renamed molecular recognition features
(MoRFs), to emphasize their conformational transition as they
“morph” from disorder to order. An algorithm has been recently
elaborated [114] that identifies regions having a propensity for of α-
helix-forming molecular recognition features (α-MoRFs) based on a
discriminant function that indicates such regions while giving a low
false-positive error rate on a collection of structured proteins. Appli-
cation of this predictor to databases of genomics and functionally
annotated proteins indicates that α-MoREs are likely to be play
important roles protein–protein interactions involved in signaling
events [114].

Later, theMoRFpredictionalgorithmswere improvedby(1) including
additional α-MoRF examples and their cross species homologues
in the positive training set; (2) extracting monomer structure
chains from PDB as the negative training set; (3) including attributes
from recently developed disorder predictors, secondary structure
predictions, and amino acid indices as attributes; and (4) construct-
ing neural network based predictors and performing validation
[116]. The original MoRF algorithm was trained on a small number
of α-MoRF examples (14 regions from 12 proteins). Over 50 MoRF
regions from PDB plus one cross species homologue of each
structure-based example were included in the new positive training
set. Over 1500 attributes, including disorder predictions, secondary
structure predictions and amino acid indices were evaluated by
conditional probability method. The top attributes, including VSL2
and VL3 disorder predictions and other physicobiological propensi-
ties, were used to develop the feed-forward neural networks. Since
the first stage of the stacked predictor architecture was the
identification of potential MoRF regions from disorder prediction
profiles, an appropriate disorder predictor should be chosen which
would consistently identify known binding regions as “dips” – or
short regions of predicted order within longer regions of predicted
disorder – in the profiles of predicted disorder probability. To this
end, the performance of disorder predictors such as PONDR® VL-XT,
PONDR® VL3, PONDR® VL2, PONDR® VSL2B, PONDR® VSL2P, PONDR®

VL3BA, RONN, IUPred, DisPro, DRIPPRED, and DISOPRED on a set of ID
proteins with known binding regions was analyzed. Although many
predictors gave similar general disorder/order predictions for the
target proteins, PONDR® VL-XT was more sensitive for features asso-
ciated with regions potentially undergoing disorder-to-order tran-
sition than other predictors and therefore it was selected for the
identification of potential MoRFs for the first stage of the prediction
algorithm [116]. A combination of all these efforts produced a novel,
highly accurate MoRF identifying tool, the sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy of which were 0.87±0.10, 0.87±0.11, and 0.87±0.08 over
10-cross validation, respectively [116].

Systematic studies of PDB entries revealed that protein complexes
deposited in this database often comprise a short peptide bound to a
larger globular protein. Analysis of literature data showed that some
of these short peptides, being specifically folded (in a form of α-helix,
β-hairpin, β-strand, polyproline II helix, or irregular structure, etc.)
within their complexes with globular partners, are intrinsically
disordered prior the corresponding complex formation. Thus, all
these regions can be considered as illustrative members of the subset
of protein–protein interactions involving disorder-to-order transi-
tions during the complex formation, known as MoRFs. In our recent
study, 2512 polypeptide chains were extracted from PDB, which
satisfied the prerequisite of being short (lengths ≤70 residues) and
bound to a globular partner (with chains ≥100 residues). As the next
step, all sequences having any occurrences of ‘X’ and ‘Z’ and being
shorter than 10 residues were removed. This preprocessing of data
resulted in a dataset comprising of ∼1200 chains (∼55,000 residues
and an average chain length of 33.5 residues). This was followed up by
the removal of redundancy among these ∼1200 chains. The final
dataset included 372 non-redundant protein chains (9093 residues).
The secondary structure assignment showed that, 27% of this dataset
consisted of α-helical residues, 12% were β-sheet residues and
approximately 48% of the residues had an irregular conformation.
The remaining 13% of the residues were found to be disordered as
they were characterized by missing coordinate information in their
respective PDB files [115]. We believe that these collections of ex-
perimentally proven α-, β-, and ι-MoRFs represent useful datasets
that can be used to find sequence attributes for discriminating these
different MoRFs from each other and from ordered proteins.

One interesting observation on the disorder-based prediction of
these binding sites is that MoRFs that form helix or sheet upon
binding to their partners usually exhibit dips in their corresponding
PONDR VL-XT plots, whereas regions that bind as irregular structure
often exhibit high-value but featureless curves in their corresponding
PONDR VL-XT plots [269]. Additional work is in progress to determine
whether the binding regions that acquire helix or sheet structure are
systematically correlated with dips in the PONDR plots while binding
regions that lack structure are systematically correlated with the
absence of such dips.

Other predictors of disorder are also beginning to be used to
identify potential binding sites in disordered regions and these
binding sites are being named “ANCHORs” [270]. An interesting aspect
of this work is the proposal that long regions of disorder apparently
contain localized ANCHORs that correspond to more tightly binding
subregions within the longer disordered region. Perhaps longer
binding disordered regions also have MoRF subregions, and perhaps
there is an overlap between ANCHORs and MoRFs. Further work will
test these possibilities.

Rather than disorder-based approaches, other workers are using
motif-based approaches for identifying possible binding sites involv-
ing short linear regions of proteins, either eukaryotic linear motifs
(ELMs) [271,272] or short liner motifs (SLiMs) [273,274]. One study
shows considerable coincidence between binding sites found by
MoRFs and those found by either motif-based methods [275], sug-
gesting that ELMs, SLiMs and MoRFs are all similar, and also sug-
gesting that ELMs and SLiMs occur mostly in disordered regions. This
conclusion was further supported by a recent study of the evolution-
ary conservation of SLiMs recognized by SH2, SH3 and Ser/Thr kinase
domains in both ordered and disordered protein regions was system-
atically analyzed. This analysis revealed that SLiMs were more con-
served in disordered regions rather than in ordered regions. This
correlation between SLiM conservation and disorder prediction de-
monstrated that functional SLiMs recognized by SH2, SH3 and Ser/Thr
kinase domain occurred more often in disordered as compared to
structured regions of proteins [276].

3. Intrinsic disorder and alternative splicing

Alternative splicing (AS) is a process by which two ormoremature
mRNAs are produced from a single precursor pre-mRNA by the
inclusion or omission of different segments [277,278]. The “exons” are
joined to form the mRNA and the “introns” are left out [279]. But so
far, AS of mRNA has been commonly observed only in multicellular
eukaryotes [280], including plants, apicompexans, diatoms, amoebae,
animals and fungi (reviewed in [281]). Genes shared among animals,
fungi and plants show high levels of alternative splicing, suggesting
that some type of alternative splicing may have been already present
in the unicellular ancestor of these groups, and further suggesting that
alternative splicing was likely co-opted to help solve problems
associated with the evolution of multicellularity [281].

For humans and other mammals, multiple proteins are often
produced from a single gene since 40–60% the genes yield proteins via
the AS mechanism [282–284] with more recent studies giving even
higher estimates for the percentages of alternatively spliced genes.
AS very likely provides an important mechanism for enhancing
protein diversity in multicellular eukaryotes [285]. AS has effects on a
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diversity of protein functions such as protein–protein interactions,
ligand binding, and enzymatic activity [286–288]. Therefore it
comes as no surprise that abnormal AS has been associated with
numerous human diseases, examples being myotonic dystrophy
[289], Axoospermia [290], Alzheimer's disease [291], Parkinson's
disease [292,293], and cancer [294].

Removal of a piece of sequence from a structured protein would
often lead to dysfunctional protein folding, most often causing loss of
function (sometimes, however, the AS isoform of structured protein
can maintain function, albeit typically with a reduction in activity).
Why, then, is the AS phenomenon so common in nature? The analysis
of the effect of AS on structured proteins revealed that AS-induced
alterations are generally of small size, are usually located on the
protein surface, and are most often located in coil regions [295]. Given
the small sizes and locations of the changes resulting from alternative
splicing, the different splice variants were predicted to fold into the
same overall structures, with only slight structural perturbations that
could be functionally important [295,296].

The structural implications given above are interesting, but only a
small fraction of alternative splicing events has been mapped to
structured proteins. Since 40% to 60% of mammalian (human) genes
are estimated to undergo alternative splicing, and since there are
several thousand mammalian proteins in PDB [157], we would expect
to find several thousand examples to study. So far, however, despite
exhaustive searches of PDB, only 20 examples have been reported
[295]. Based on the failure to find a significant number of examples of
alternative splicing that map to regions of structure, it was hypo-
thesized that the protein folding problems discussed above would be
solved for different isoforms if the alternatively spliced regions of
mRNA were to code for regions of ID protein. If AS was to map to ID
regions, both multiple and long splice variants would be allowed
because structural perturbation would not be a problem.

To test this hypothesis a collection of human proteins with struc-
turally characterized regions of order and disorder was built and an
exhaustive search on alternative splicing for all of these proteins was
performed. This generated a set of 46 human proteins with 75
alternatively spliced segments all of which were located in struc-
turally characterized regions [297]. Importantly, of these 75 alterna-
tively spliced regions of RNA, 43 (57%) coded for entirely disordered
protein regions, 18 (24%) coded for regions containing both ordered
and disordered subregions (with the splice boundaries very often
in, or very near to, the disordered regions), and just 14 (19%) coded
for fully structured regions [297]. Next, to increase the number of
examples, a collection of Swiss-Prot human proteins labeled as having
AS isoforms was identified. This approach generated a set of 558
proteins with 1266 regions that are absent from one isoform due to
AS. Disorder/order propensities of these AS proteins and regions were
predicted together with the disorder/order propensities of the 46
structurally characterized proteins and for their 75 regions that were
affected by alternative splicing. This analysis revealed an excellent
correlation between predictions and observations of disorder in the
46 structurally characterized proteins. For the 1266 regions from
Swiss-Prot, the predicted abundance of disorder closely matched the
corresponding predictions for the 75 with known structure. These
data strongly suggest that AS occurs mostly in regions of RNA that
code for disordered protein [297]. Recently another AS dataset
was developed by assembling UniProt information irrespective of
organism. This dataset contains 15,678 proteins with 36,320 AS
regions. Disorder predictions on these AS fragments gave results
nearly identical to those obtained for the smaller set of 1266 AS
regions mentioned above. Overall these data provide a strong indi-
cation that AS regions of mRNA code for intrinsically disordered
regions much more often than for structured regions.

These findings have crucial functional implementations. Since
disorder plays various roles in protein functions and in protein–
protein interaction networks, modification of such functions could be
readily accomplished by AS within disordered regions. Thus, a linkage
between AS and signaling by disordered regions provides a novel
and plausible mechanism that could underlie and support cell dif-
ferentiation, which ultimately gave rise to multicellular organisms in
nature [297].

4. Controlled chaos: on the tight regulation of ID proteins in the
living cells

ID proteins are real, abundant, diversified, and vital. The functions
of ID proteins are mostly complementary to the catalytic activities
of ordered proteins [70–72,80–82,92,93,101,108,211,213,215–
217,226,298–300]. Many disorder-related functions (e.g., signaling,
control, regulation and recognition) appear to be incompatible with
well-defined, stable 3-D structures [70–73,82,92,93,108,211,213,215–
217,226,299–301]. Intrinsic disorder is assumed to provide several
functional advantages including increased interaction surface area,
structural plasticity to interact with several targets, high specificity for
given partners combined with high kon and koff rates that enable rapid
association with the partner without an excessive binding strength,
the ability to fold upon binding and accessible post-translational
modification sites. Structurally, ID proteins range from completely
unstructured polypeptides (native coils, that resemble the highly
unfolded states of globular proteins) to extended partially structured
forms (native pre-molten globules) or even to compact disordered
ensembles that may contain significant secondary structure (native
molten globules) [42,53–58,72,92,93]. These proteins are highly
abundant in nature (∼55% of eukaryotic proteins are predicted to
contain at least one disordered region that is at least 40 amino acids in
length [72]) and are often associated with human diseases [302–304].

The highly dynamic nature of ID proteins points towards chaos.
However, the evolutionary persistence of these highly dynamic
proteins, their unique functionality and their involvement in all the
major cellular processes provides evidence that this chaos is tightly
controlled [305]. To answer the question on how are these proteins
governed and regulated inside the cell Gsponer et al. conducted a
detailed study focused at the intricate mechanisms of the ID protein
regulation [306]. To this end, all the S. cerevisiae proteins were
grouped into three classes using one of the available disorder
predictors, DisoPred2 [307]: (i) 1971 highly ordered proteins with
just 0–10% of their residues predicted to be disordered; (ii) 2711
moderately disordered proteins with 10–30% of their residues
predicted to be disordered; and (iii) 2020 highly disordered proteins
containing 30–100% of their residues predicted to be disordered.
Then, the correlations between intrinsic disorder and the various
regulation steps of protein synthesis and degradation were evaluated.

To examine the transcription of genes encoding ID proteins and
ordered proteins, the transcriptional rates and the degradation rates
of the corresponding transcripts were compared [306]. This analysis
revealed that the transcriptional rates of mRNAs encoding ID proteins
and ordered proteins were comparable. However the ID protein-
encoding transcripts were generally less abundant than transcripts
encoding ordered proteins due to the increased decay rates of the
former set (see Fig. 13).

The existence of tight regulation of the IDP abundance was also
established at the protein level. In fact, ID proteins were shown to be
less abundant than ordered proteins due to the lower rate of protein
synthesis and shorter protein half-lives (see Fig. 13). As the
abundance and half-life in a cell of certain proteins can be further
modulated via their post-translational modifications such as phos-
phorylation [308], the experimentally determined yeast kinase–
substrate network was analyzed next. The ID proteins were shown
to be substrates of twice as many kinases as were the ordered
proteins. Furthermore, the vast majority of kinases whose substrates
were ID proteins were either regulated in a cell-cycle dependent
manner, or were activated upon exposure to particular stimuli or
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stress [306]. Therefore, post-translational modifications may not only
serve as an important mechanism for the fine-tuning of ID protein
functions, but possibly these modifications may also be necessary to
tune the ID protein availability under the different cellular conditions.
In addition to S. cerevisiae, similar regulation trends were also found
in Schizosaccharomyces pombe and Homo sapiens [306]. Based on
these observations it has been concluded that both unicellular and
multicellular organisms appear to use similar mechanisms for
regulation of the ID protein availability.

Overall, this study clearly demonstrated that there is an evolu-
tionarily conserved tight control of synthesis and clearance of most ID
proteins. This tight control is directly related to the major roles of ID
proteins in signaling, where it is crucial for a given protein to be
available in appropriate amounts and not to be present longer than
needed [306].

Although the abundance of many ID proteins may be under strict
control as discussed above, some ID proteins could be present in
cells in large amounts or/and for long periods of time due to either
specific post-translational modifications or via interactions with
other factors. These events could promote changes in cellular local-
ization of ID proteins or protect them from the degradationmachinery
[72,216,308–310]. Therefore, the chaos seemingly introduced into the
protein world by the discovery of ID proteins is under tight control
[305].

In an independent study, a global scale relationship between the
predicted fraction of protein disorder and RNA and protein expression
in E. coli was analyzed [311]. It has been shown that a fraction of
protein disorder was positively correlated with both measured RNA
expression levels of E. coli genes in three different growth media
(LB rich medium and N−C− minimal media supplemented with
glycerol as a carbon source and either ammonium chloride or arginine
as a nitrogen source) and with predicted abundance levels of E. coli
proteins. When a subset of 216 E. coli proteins that are known to be
essential for the survival and growth of this bacterium was analyzed,
the correlation between protein disorder and expression level became
even more evident. In fact, essential proteins had on average a much
higher fraction of disorder (0.36), had a higher number of proteins
classified as completely disordered (19% vs. 2% for E. coli proteome),
and were expressed at a higher level in all three media than an
average E. coli gene [311].

To better understand the function–disorder relationship for highly
expressed E. coli proteins, manual literature mining was carried out
for a group of proteins that had high levels of predicted intrinsic
disorder, revealing that the disorder predictions matched well with
the experimentally elucidated regions of protein flexibility and
disorder [311]. A direct link between protein disorder and protein
level in E. coli cells could also result because the disordered proteins
may carry out essential control and regulation functions that are
needed to respond to the various environmental conditions. Another
possibility is that ID proteins might undergo more rapid degradation
compared to structured proteins, which cells can counter by in-
creasing mRNA levels of the corresponding genes. In this case, higher
synthesis and degradation rates could make the levels of these
proteins very sensitive to the environment, with slight changes in
either production or degradation leading to significant shifts in pro-
tein levels [311].

Even more support for the tight control of ID proteins inside the
cell has come from the analysis of cellular regulation of so-called
Fig. 13. Mechanisms of IDP regulation inside the cell. Regulation of ordered proteins (i) an
transcribed with comparable rates; however, IDP-encoding mRNAs are subjected to faster d
the number of mRNAs encoding the ordered proteins. Regulation of ordered proteins (iii) and I
than that of IDPs. When synthesized, IDPs are either subjected to fast degradation, to vario
plot), or to binding with specific partners. As a result of slow transcription and fast degrada
shorter than those of ordered proteins. However, some IDPs can be present at high quantitie
with some specific factors.
“vulnerable” proteins [312]. The integrity of the soluble protein
functional structures is maintained in part by a precise network of
hydrogen bonds linking the backbone amide and carbonyl groups. In a
well-ordered protein, hydrogen bonds are shielded fromwater attack,
preventing backbone hydration and the total or partial denaturation
of the soluble structure under physiological conditions [313,314].
Since soluble protein structures may be more or less vulnerable to
water attack depending on their packing quality, a structural attribute,
protein vulnerability, was introduced as the ratio of solvent-exposed
backbone hydrogen bonds (which represent local weaknesses of the
structure) to the overall number of hydrogen bonds [312].

Vulnerability can be related to protein intrinsic disorder as the
inability of a particular protein fold to protect intramolecular hydro-
gen bonds from water attack may result in backbone hydration
leading to local or global unfolding. Since binding of a partner can help
to exclude water molecules from the microenvironment of the
preformed bonds, a vulnerable soluble structure gains extra protec-
tion of its backbone hydrogen bonds through the complex formation
[313].

To understand the role of structure vulnerability in transcriptome
organization, the relationship between the structural vulnerability of
a protein and the extent of co-expression of genes encoding its
binding partners was analyzed. This study revealed that structural
vulnerability can be considered as a determinant of transcriptome
organization across tissues and temporal phases [312]. Finally, by
interrelating vulnerability, disorder propensity and co-expression
patterns, the role of protein intrinsic disorder in transcriptome orga-
nization was confirmed, since the correlation between the extent of
intrinsic disorder of themost disordered domain in an interacting pair
and the expression correlation of the two genes encoding the re-
spective interacting domains was evident [312].

5. D2 concept: disorder in disorders

5.1. What is the relationship between ID proteins and human diseases?

Because ID proteins play crucial roles in numerous biological
processes, many of these proteins are implicated in human disease.
For example, several human diseases originate from the deposition of
stable, ordered, filamentous protein aggregates, commonly referred
to as amyloid fibrils. In each of these pathological states, a specific
protein or protein fragment changes from its natural soluble form into
insoluble fibrils, which accumulate in a variety of organs and tissues
[315–321]. More than 20 different proteins are known so far to be
involved in these diseases. These proteins are unrelated in terms of
sequence or starting structure.

Several ID proteins are found among the amyloidogenic proteins
and are clearly associated with the development of neurodegenera-
tive diseases [321,322]. An incomplete list of disorders associated
with ID proteins includes Alzheimer's disease (deposition of amyloid-
β, tau-protein, and α-synuclein fragment NAC [323–326]); Niemann–
Pick disease type C, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, argyrophilic
grain disease, myotonic dystrophy, and motor neuron disease
with neurofibrillary tangles (accumulation of tau-protein in form of
neurofibrillary tangles [325]); Down's syndrome (nonfilamentous
amyloid-β deposits [327]); Parkinson's disease, dementia with Lewy
body, diffuse Lewy body disease, Lewy body variant of Alzheimer's
disease, multiple system atrophy and Hallervorden–Spatz disease
d IDPs (ii) at the transcriptional level. mRNAs encoding ordered proteins and IDPs are
egradation. Therefore, the pool of the IDP-encoding mRNAs is significantly smaller than
DPs (iv) at the translational level. The biosynthesis of ordered proteins is noticeably faster
us post-translational modifications, PTMs, (including phosphorylation as shown in the
tion, the overall level of IDPs inside the cells is lower and their half-lives are generally
s and/or for long periods of time due to either specific PTMs or due to the interactions
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(deposition of α-synuclein in a form of Lewy body, or Lewy neuritis
[328]); prion diseases (deposition of PrPSC [329]); and a family of
polyQ diseases, which are a group of neurodegenerative disorders
caused by expansion of GAC trinucleotide repeats coding for PolyQ in
the gene products [330]. Furthermore, most mutations in rigid
globular proteins associated with accelerated fibrillation and protein
deposition diseases have been shown to destabilize the native struc-
ture, increasing the steady-state concentration of partially folded
(disordered) conformers [315–321].

The maladies given above have been called conformational
diseases, as they are characterized by the conformational changes,
misfolding and aggregation of an underlying protein. However, there
is another side to this coin: protein functionality. In fact, many of the
proteins associated with the conformational disorders are also
involved in recognition, regulation and cell signaling. For example,
functions ascribed to α-synuclein, a protein involved in several
neurodegenerative disorders, include binding fatty acids and metal
ions; regulation of certain enzymes, transporters, and neurotransmit-
ter vesicles; and regulation of neuronal survival (reviewed in [328]).
Overall, there are about 50 proteins and ligands that were shown to
physically interact and/or co-localize with this protein. Furthermore,
α-synuclein has amazing structural plasticity and adopts a series of
different monomeric, oligomeric and insoluble conformations
(reviewed in [331]). The choice between these conformations is de-
termined by the peculiarities of the protein environment, assuming
that α-synuclein has an exceptional ability to fold in a template-
dependent manner. Based on these observations, we hypothesize
that the development of the conformational diseases may originate
from the misidentification, misregulation and missignaling, accom-
panied by misfolding. In other words, mutations and/or changes in
the environment may result in protein confusion, for which its ID
becomes lost, thus reducing its capability to recognize proper binding
partners and leading to the formation of nonfunctional and deadly
aggregates.

Recent analysis of so-called polyglutamine diseases gives support
to this hypothesis [332]. Polyglutamine diseases are a specific group of
hereditary neurodegeneration caused by expansion of CAG triplet
repeats in an exon of disease genes which leads to the production
of a disease protein containing an expanded polyglutamine, polyQ,
stretch. Nine neurodegenerative disorders, including Kennedy's
disease, Huntington's diseases, spinocerebellar atrophy-1, -2, -3, -6,
-7, -17, and dentatorubral pallidoluysian atrophy are known to belong
to this class of diseases [333–336]. In most polyQ diseases, expansion
to over 40 repeats leads to the onset [336].

Molecular processes such as the unfolded protein response,
protein transport, synaptic transmission and transcription are all
implicated in the pathology of polyQ diseases [332]. Importantly,
more than 20 transcription-related factors have been reported to
interact with pathological polyQ proteins. Furthermore, these inter-
actions were shown to repress the transcription, leading finally to the
neuronal dysfunction and death (reviewed in [332]). These results
suggest that polyQ diseases represent a kind of transcriptional dis-
order [332], supporting our misidentification hypothesis for at least
some of the conformational disorders.

So far, three computational/bioinformatics approaches have been
elaborated to estimate the abundance of IDPs in various pathological
conditions. The first approach is based on the assembly of specific
datasets of proteins associated with a given disease and the com-
putational analysis of these datasets using a number of disorder pre-
dictors [101,120,302,337–339]. In essence, this is an analysis of
individual proteins extended to a set of independent proteins. The
second approach utilized the diseasome, a network of genetic diseases
where the related proteins are interlinked within one disease and
between different diseases [340]. The third approach is based on the
evaluation of the association between a particular protein function
(including the disease-specific functional keywords) with the level of
intrinsic disorder in a set of proteins known to carry out this function
[215–217]. These three approaches are briefly described below,
whereas the results of their application are presented in the sub-
sequent section.

For the first time, the dataset analysis approach was used in 2002
when it was found that 79% of cancer-associated and 66% of cell
signaling proteins contain predicted regions of disorder of 30 residues
or longer [101]. In contrast, only 13% of a set of proteins with well-
defined ordered structures contained such long regions of predicted
disorder. For this study, cancer-associated proteins were defined as
those human proteins in Swiss-Prot containing the keyword “onco-
gene” (this included anti- and proto-oncogenes) or containing the
word “tumor” in the description field. In experimental studies, the
presence of disorder has been directly observed in several cancer-
associated proteins, including p53 [55], p57kip2 [341], Bcl-XL and Bcl-2
[342], c-Fos [343], and most recently, a thyroid cancer-associated
protein, TC-1 [344]. Following a similar analytical model, a dataset of
487 proteins related to cardiovascular disease (CVD) was collected
and analyzed [338]. On average, CVD-related proteins were found to
be highly disordered. The percentage of proteins with 30 or more
consecutive disordered residues was 61% for CVD-associated proteins.
Many proteins were predicted to be wholly disordered, with 101
proteins from the CVD dataset predicted to have a total of almost 200
specific disorder-based binding motifs (thus about 2 binding sites per
protein), α-MoRFs [338]. Finally, the dataset analysis revealed that in
addition to being abundant in cancer- and CVD-related proteins,
intrinsic disorder is commonly found in such maladies as neurode-
generative diseases and diabetes [302,339].

The human diseasome systematically links the human disease
phenome (which includes 1284 human genetic diseases, 867 of which
had at least one link to other diseases, and 516 diseases formed a giant
component) with the human disease genome (which contains 1777
disease genes of which 1377 were shown to be connected to other
disease genes, and 903 genes belonged to a giant cluster) [345]. The
abundance of intrinsic disorder in human diseasome was evaluated
using a set of computational tools such as PONDR®VSL2, CDF analysis,
CH-plot, and α-MoRF prediction [340]. These analyses uncovered an
unfoldome associated with human genetic diseases and revealed that
intrinsic disorder is common in proteins associated withmany human
genetic diseases. Also different disease classes were shown to vary in
the IDP contents of their associated proteins andα-MoRFs were found
to be very common in the diseasome. Indeed, α-MoRF abundance
correlated with the intrinsic disorder level. Finally, some disease
classes were shown to have a significant fraction of genes affected
by alternative splicing, and the alternatively spliced regions in the
corresponding proteins were predicted to be highly disordered and in
some diseases to contain a significant number of MoRFs [340].

The studies on correlation of ID with various functional keywords
[215–217] revealed that many diseases show strong correlations with
proteins predicted to be disordered. Contrary to this, no disease-
associated proteins were found to be strongly correlated with
the absence of disorder [216]. Among disease-related Swiss-Prot
keywords strongly associated with ID were oncoproteins, malaria,
trypanosomiasis, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), deafness, obesity, cardiovascu-
lar disease, diabetes mellitus, albinism, and prion [216]. In agreement
with this bioinformatics analysis, at least one illustrative, experimen-
tally validated example of functional disorder or order was found for
the vast majority of functional keywords related to diseases [216].

Summarizing, intrinsic disorder is highly abundant among pro-
teins associated with various human diseases likely because of the
importance of signaling to wide range of disorders. Since ID proteins
are very common in various diseases, the “disorder in disorders” or D2

concept was introduced to summarize work in this area [302] and
concepts of the disease-related unfoldome and unfoldomics were
developed [304].
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5.2. ID proteins as novel drug targets

Molecular recognition is the most fundamental process in biology
and underlies essentially every process crucial to life. How one DNA
strand recognizes another, how a protein recognizes a particular locus
on a DNA molecule, how a single-stranded DNA binding protein
recognizes ssDNA without regard to local sequence, how one protein
recognizes another, how a protein recognizes a ligand, how an
enzyme recognizes its substrate, and how a drug molecule specifically
recognizes its target represent some of the well-studied examples of
this phenomenon. Both our basic understanding of life and our ability
to derive practical benefit from our understanding, such as the
discovery of new drug molecules, depend on the mechanisms of
molecular recognition. Molecular recognition is to life as the quantum
mechanics of the hydrogen atom is to the periodic table and
chemistry.

With regard to molecular recognition by proteins, for more than
100 years thinking has been dominated by the lock and key concept
according to which the specific functionality of a given protein is
predetermined by the unique spatial positioning of amino acid side
chains and prosthetic groups, predestinated, in turn, through a
defined three-dimensional (3-D) structure. This concept has repre-
sented one of the cornerstones in protein biology, chemistry and
physics. This model has prevailed for more than a century, both
creating and shaping the universe of modern protein science.

As discussed above and elsewhere, the functions of ID proteins and
regions may arise from the specific disordered form, from inter-
conversion of disordered species, or from transitions between dis-
ordered and ordered conformations. Very often ID proteins/regions
are involved in regulation, signaling and control pathways, where
binding to multiple partners and high-specificity/low-affinity inter-
actions play crucial roles [300]. Since many proteins associated with
various human diseases are either completely disordered or contain
long disordered regions [302,304], and since some of these disease-
related ID proteins/regions are involved in recognition, regulation
and signaling, these proteins/regions clearly represent novel poten-
tial drug targets.

The possibility of interrupting the action of disease-associated
proteins (including via the modulation of protein–protein interac-
tions) presents an extremely attractive objective for the development
of new drugs [346,347]. The rational design of enzyme inhibitors
depends on the classical view of protein function, which states that
three-dimensional structure is an obligatory prerequisite for function.
While this approach has led to many successful drug molecules that
target enzymatic domains, this approach has influenced thinking with
regard to all types of protein functions, even those functions that
depend on ID proteins and regions such as the protein–protein inter-
actions described above. Due to the failure to recognize the important
roles of disorder in protein function, current and evolving methods of
drug discovery suffer from an overly rigid view of protein function.

Structure-aided design techniques have been modified and
extended for the discovery of molecules that function as inhibitors
of protein–protein interactions. Computational evaluations can be
used to search a protein's interaction surface for sites that will poten-
tially bind small molecules [348], provided that a reliable 3-D
structure is available. Techniques can then be applied to design
small molecules that will bind to these surfaces and simultaneously
prevent hydrophobic collapse of the targeted protein–protein inter-
action. The low affinity of these leads for their targets often limits
the biological relevance of these molecules, because high affinity is
typically needed for successful drugmolecules. The higher the affinity,
the lower the dose needed to cause effect. Lower doses can help to
reduce the chance of side effects that might arise from alternative, low
affinity interactions. For these and numerous other reasons, the search
for drug molecules that act by disrupting protein–protein interactions
has been mostly unsuccessful, with a contributing factor being that
many of the approacheswere borrowed directly from techniques used
for the discovery of enzyme inhibitors [349].

The difficulty of designing drugs that target protein–protein inter-
action surfaces may result from the inherent contradiction between
the character of structured protein–protein interfaces and the nature
of small molecule binding. As accessed from available crystal struc-
tures, the majority of small molecule effectors greater than 300 Da
bind a contiguous epitope of five or more residues [350]. In contrast,
many interfaces between two ordered proteins are much more
complex, with epitopes consisting of discontinuous or a combination
of multiple contiguous epitopes [351]. The divergent natures of these
two binding systems can help to explain why attempts to find small
molecule inhibitors of protein–protein interactions have so far met
with limited success.

A new approach that resolves the inherent contradiction in
discovering drugs that target protein–protein interactions would
accelerate the creation of new drugs that act by inhibiting specific
interconnections of protein signaling and regulation networks. One
such alternative approach would be to target protein–protein inter-
actions that utilize disordered regions in proteins. Disordered proteins
often bind their partners with a relatively short length of contiguous
residues, which become ordered upon binding [88,114,116]. Two
general concepts for targeting interactions involving ID proteins and
regions can be envisioned. If one partner is disordered and the second
is structured, one can target the binding site on the structured partner.
This would be similar to traditional drug discovery approaches.
Alternatively, one can target possible binding sites on the ID protein or
region directly, especially if both partners lack fixed structure. An
interesting twist of this second disorder-based approach for drug
discovery is that targeting disordered regions can be described as
inducing structure to prevent function. By now, finding molecules
that bind to structured partners of disordered proteins and finding
molecules that bind directly to specific sites in disordered regions
have both identified promising leads for the drug discovery process.
Each of these alternative approaches will be discussed in turn.

Promising molecules have been found that act by binding to the
structured protein Mdm2 and thereby block the binding of a dis-
ordered region of p53. This is an illustration of the first of the two
alternative approachesmentioned in the preceding paragraph. To give
some background regarding how this discovery was made, we will
first discuss the p53 molecule and the studies on this molecule that
led to the novel approach for drug discovery.

The p53 tumor suppressor protein is at the center of a large sig-
naling network. This protein regulates expression of genes involved in
numerous cellular processes, including cell-cycle progression, apo-
ptosis induction, DNA repair, as well as others involved in responding
to cellular stress [250]. When p53 function is lost, either directly
through mutation or indirectly through several other mechanisms,
the cell often undergoes cancerous transformation [352,353]. Cancers
showing mutations in p53 are found in the colon, lung, esophagus,
breast, liver, brain, reticuloendothelial tissues and hemopoietic tissues
[352].

When activated, p53 accumulates in the nucleus and binds to
specific DNA sequences [353,354]. The p53 molecule induces or
inhibits over 150 genes, including p21, GADD45, MDM2, IGFBP3, and
BAX [354]. The overall structure of p53 consists of three primary
domains: an amino terminal transactivation region, a central DNA
binding domain, and a carboxy-terminal tetramerization and regula-
tory region. The transactivation region of p53 interacts with TFIID,
TFIIH, MDM2, RPA, CBP/p300 and CSN5/Jab1 among other proteins
[250]. In addition, the p53 protein is post-translationally modified in
many ways and these modifications affect its interaction with various
protein partners. The majority of the known modifications are phos-
phorylations, but there are also multiple acetylations and even one
SUMOylation [250]. All of the modification sites except two (at
residues 20 and 320) are found in regions predicted to be disordered
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by PONDR® [251]. All of this information taken together clearly
illustrates that p53 is a critical protein within the cell.

The p53 protein is regulated by several different mechanisms, but
the one being discussed in detail here is the inhibition of its activity by
binding to Mdm2, an E3 ubiquitin ligase. Mdm2 associates with a
short stretch of p53, residues 13–29 (see Fig. 14A). This region of p53
is within the transactivation domain, thus p53 cannot activate or
inhibit other genes when Mdm2 is bound. Mdm2 binding leads to
ubiquitination of p53 and thus targets it for destruction. Mdm2 also
contains a nuclear export signal that causes p53 to be transported out
of the nucleus.

X-ray crystallographic studies of the p53–Mdm2 complex reveal
that the Mdm2 binding region of p53 forms a helical structure that
binds into a deep groove on the surface of Mdm2 (see Fig. 14A) [355].
On the other hand, NMR studies of p53 show that the unbound N-
terminal region lacks fixed structure, although it does possess an
amphipathic helix that forms secondary structure part of the time [55]
and therefore represents an illustrative example of the α-MoRF
concept. This amphipathic helix observed part of the time in the
unbound state is the same helix that binds to Mdm2. A close exam-
ination of the interface between the p53 and Mdm2 proteins reveals
that Phe19, Trp23, and Leu26 of p53 are the major contributors to the
interaction, with the side chains of these three amino acids pointing
down into a crevice on the Mdm2 surface (Fig. 14B).

Because of the apparent simplicity of the interface, as well as the
importance of the p53–Mdm2 interaction, this protein–protein inter-
action has been investigated as a possible drug target by many re-
searchers. Several peptide inhibitors of the interaction have been
created [356–359]. These peptides were all derived from the region of
p53 that binds to Mdm2. Additionally all successful peptide inhibitors
contained the three crucial residues involved in the interaction, Phe19,
Trp23, and Leu26 [360].

In addition to the peptide inhibitors, several small, drug-like
molecules have been found to block the p53–Mdm2 interaction [360–
Fig. 14.Druggable p53–Mdm2 interaction: protein disorder features and small molecule desi
Close-up view of p53 (ribbon) bound toMdm2 (globular). The side chains of p53's crucial res
Phe19, Trp23 and Leu26 of p53 are pointing into theMdm2 binding pocket. By comparison, th
shown in (C). The PONDR® VL-XT plot of p53 is shown in (D), which indicates that this fra
purple bar represents the predicted α-MoRF region (α-helical molecular recognition featur
good agreement between the two. Hydrophobic cluster analysis of binding region is shown
363]. While some of these were natural products, others were from a
class of cis-imidazolines called “Nutlins”. These latter molecules
increased the level of p53 in cancer cell lines. This drastically de-
creased the viability of these cells, causing most of them to undergo
apoptosis. When one of the Nutlin compounds was given orally to
mice, researchers saw a 90% inhibition of tumor growth compared to
the control. The structure of Nutlin-2 (Fig. 14C) was shown to mimic
the crucial residues of p53, with two bromophenyl groups fitting into
Mdm2 in the same pockets as Trp23 and Leu26, and an ethyl-ether side
chain filling the spot normally taken by Phe19 [361–363].

Remarkably, the disorder prediction for p53 using PONDR® VL-XT
software showed a sharp downward spike (near residue 25 in
Fig. 14D) indicating predicted ordered region near the N-terminus of
the protein. Furthermore, theα-MoRF identifier was able to recognize
the region of p53 that binds to Mdm2 as a region of molecular rec-
ognition [251]. These data suggest that the disordered sides of
druggable protein–protein interactions are predictable. This success-
ful nutlin story marks the potential beginning of a new era, the
signaling-modulation era, in targeting drugs to protein–protein inter-
actions. Importantly, this druggable p53–Mdm2 interaction involves
a disorder-to-order transition. Principles of such a transition are
generally understood and therefore can use to find similar drug
targets [364].

In addition to nutlins, seven other promising drug molecules have
been found that act by blocking protein–protein interactions
[346,347]. While protein disorder is not mentioned in any of the
papers describing how a small molecule can block protein–protein
interactions, the disorder-based analysis revealed that four of these
interactions involve one structured partner and one disordered
partner, with 3 of the 4 disordered segments becoming helix upon
binding (see Fig. 15). Therefore, the p53–Mdm2 complex is not the
only member of this class currently known to be blocked by a small
drug-like molecule. We fully expect many more examples to appear
shortly, and we also expect some of these examples to lead to useful
gn. The p53 peptide (in color) bound toMdm2 (PDB 1YCR, in gray scale) is shown in (A).
idues for the interaction (Phe 19, Trp 23, and Leu 26) are shown (B). Notice that residues
e small molecule nutlin-2, designed tomimic the side chains of the residues from p53 is
gment of p53 might undergo disorder-to-order transition upon binding to Mdm2. The
e) [114,116], the hollow box represents the determined binding region, which shows a
. Figure is modified from [364].



Fig. 15. IDPs as drug targets. Protein–protein interactions involving α-helical or β-strand portion of the partners are used to design small molecules for cancer drugs. A. A ribbon
diagram of complex of Bcl-xL and BAK fragment was regenerated from PDB 1BXL. Small molecules were designed based on the 20-residue helix of BAK to inhibit the interaction. B. A
ribbon diagram of complex of MDM2 and P53 fragment was regenerated from PDB 1YCR. Small molecule inhibitors were designed based on the structure of the helical fragment of
P53. C. A ribbon diagram of complex of IL-2 receptor α and IL-2 was regenerated from PDB 1Z92. Small molecules were designed based on the α-helix portion of IL-2 that interacts
with the receptor. D. A ribbon diagram of complex of β-catenin and T cell factor was regenerated from PDB 1G3J. The structure of β-catenin is consisted of 12 tri-helical repeats
(except the repeat 7, which just has two helical units). Small molecules from a natural-product library were screened and a couple of inhibitors were found. However, the binding
sites for the small molecule inhibitors were not clear. E. A ribbon diagram of complex of XIAP and Smac fragment was regenerated from PDB 1G3F. Small molecule inhibitors were
designed based on the β-strand fragment (AVPIAQKSE) of Smac.
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drug molecules. Our previous bioinformatics studies suggest that
p53–Mdm2-like interactions are likely to be extremely common
[114,116]. We therefore predict that this type of interaction will lead
eventually to a cornucopia of new drug targets that operate by block-
ing disorder-based protein–protein interactions.

For the examples given above, the drug molecules mimic a critical
region of the disordered partner (which folds upon binding) and
compete with this region for its binding site on the structured partner.
We argue that these druggable sites are likely to operate by the
coupled binding and folding mechanism and utilize interaction sites
that are small enough and compact enough to be easily mimicked by
small molecules. We have developed methods for predicting such
binding sites in disordered regions [349] and have elaborated the
bioinformatics tools to identify which disordered binding regions can
be easily mimicked by small molecules [364]. Overall, these examples
represent the first approach mentioned above of how disorder can
lead to drug discovery.

The second approach mentioned above is the targeting of small
molecules to the disordered regions of proteins. Drugs targeting these
regions will likely function through inducing the disordered region to
form an ordered structure that is unlike its structure in its complex
with its binding partner, thereby preventing the protein–protein
interaction.

The principles of small molecule binding to disordered regions
have not been well studied, but sequence specific, small molecule
binding to short peptides was observedmore than a decade ago [365].
This work has been followed up with more than 80 articles that cite
this publication, but none of these follow-up articles has made the
connection to drug discovery via binding to disordered proteins.

Rather than searching specifically for small molecules that bind
to ID proteins or regions, several laboratories found such molecules
via an indirect approach. These several laboratories discovered
small molecules, Myc–Max compounds, which inhibit the interaction
between c-Myc and its obligate heterodimerization partner, Max
[366–376]. Later it was discovered that these inhibitors bind to
unstructured protein [375,377]. Before discussing the role of disorder
in these studies, we will first provide some biological background for
these studies.

Deregulation of the c-Myc transcription factor is involved in many
types of cancer, making this oncoprotein an attractive target for drug
discovery. In order to bind DNA, regulated target gene expression, and
function in most biological contexts, c-Myc must dimerize with Max,
which lacks a transactivation segment. The interaction regions of both
Max and c-Myc are disordered as monomers. They undergo mutual
coupled binding and folding when their zipper domains interact to
form a helical coiled coil [377].

One approach to c-Myc inhibition has been to disrupt the
formation of this dimeric complex. In a search for effective inhibitors
of the c-Myc–Max interactions, high throughput screening led to
the discovery of 7 inhibitors [368,373]. These molecules were
subsequently shown to bind to one of three discrete sites within the
85-residue bHLHZip domain of c-Myc. These three sites are located
within a region of c-Myc that is disordered before it binds to Max.

These binding sites are composed of short contiguous stretches of
amino acids that can selectively and independently bind the small
molecules. Inhibitor binding induces only local conformational
changes, preserves the overall disorder of c-Myc, and inhibits dimer-
izationwithMax. Furthermore, the binding of multiple inhibitors to c-
Myc was shown to occur simultaneously and independently on the
three independent sites. Based on these observations it has been
concluded that a rational and generic approach to the inhibition of
protein–protein interactions involving ID proteins may therefore be
possible through the targeting of ID sequence [377].

Ideally, a drug that targets a given protein–protein interaction
should be tissue-specific. Although some proteins are unique for a
given tissue, many more proteins have very wide distribution, being
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present in several tissues and organs. How can one develop tissue-
specific drugs targeting such abundant proteins?

Often, tissue specificity for many of the abundant proteins is
achieved via the alternative splicing of the corresponding pre-mRNAs,
which generates two or more protein isoforms from a single gene.
Estimates indicate that between 35 and 60% of human genes yield
protein isoforms by means of alternatively spliced mRNA [282]. The
added protein diversity from alternative splicing is thought to be
important for tissue-specific signaling and regulatory networks in the
multicellular organisms. Recently, it has been established that the
regions of alternative splicing in proteins are enriched in intrinsic
disorder [297]. Since disorder is frequently utilized in protein binding
regions, having alternative splicing of pre-mRNA coupled to regions of
protein disorder was proposed to lead to tissue-specific signaling and
regulatory diversity [297]. Therefore, associating alternative splicing
with protein disorder enables the time- and tissue-specific modula-
tion of protein function. These findings open a unique opportunity to
develop tissue-specific drugs modulating the function of a given ID
protein/region (with a unique profile of disorder distribution) in a
target tissue and not affecting the functionality of this same protein
(with different disorder distribution profile) in other tissues.

6. Conclusions

Intrinsically disordered (ID) proteins are widespread and repre-
sent a distinct protein tribe, with disorder being an important
structural element that exists at various levels of protein structure.
Such ID proteins are commonly involved in recognition, regulation
and cell signaling functions and have biophysical characteristics that
are well disposed for this role. They are much more common in
eukaryota in comparison to prokaryota and archaea, reflecting the
greater need for disorder-associated signaling and regulation in
nucleated cells. Changes in the environment and/or mutation(s)
would be expected to affect the normal function of the ID proteins,
leading to misidentification and missignaling. This, in turn, can result
in misfolding and aggregation, which are known to be associated with
the pathogenesis of numerous disease states. Finally, disorder-based
signaling represents a new opportunity to be exploited via the drug
discovery process.
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